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Creating THE CITY
OF INNOVATION

Chancellor’s
foreword
Curtin University is an institution with an
incredibly bright future. It brings together
the very best minds in research and teaching
and has created a vision for the future that
aims to bring prosperity to all Western
Australians. Curtin is building upon an
area that already possesses the largest
concentration of innovative industry and
research in the State. We aim to create an
important economic and innovation hub
with a rich diversity in culture and the
arts – a district that celebrates our creative
knowledge. Curtin is committed to pursuing
this goal with and for the citizens of Perth and
Western Australia so that we may become a
globally competitive knowledge economy.
Greater Curtin is a visionary plan for our future.
It is a bold and exciting plan that sets out the
transformational changes required to bring
together the world’s best minds to solve real
world problems. We envisage Greater Curtin
to be ‘the place’ to rub shoulders with some
of the most dynamic and exciting businesses
and community groups in Australasia. It will be
a place where large and small businesses and
entrepreneurs can exchange knowledge – a
place where creative relationships are forged
between colleagues. Greater Curtin will give the
community, students and companies a unique
opportunity to conceive and develop ideas
and technologies – a place where innovation
and opportunity coexist ready for the taking.

The University has prepared this master
plan as the first step in showcasing the
very best in urban planning and design.
We are forging strong relationships with
business and government to ensure
our goals and aspirations meet the
demands and changing face of university
education and delivery. We have every
desire to create an urban centre that will
become a hub of innovation and research.
Greater Curtin is set to develop into one
of the most dynamic districts conceived
for the benefit of Perth and Western
Australia. We invite you to join with us in
making this a truly globally competitive
knowledge centre – a Greater Curtin.

Colin beckett
Chancellor
curtin university

Vice-chancellor’s
foreword
If the role of the university is to look ever forward, to
challenge and to create opportunities for its citizens
by finding new and better ways of understanding our
world, then Curtin University exceeds these aspirations
by bringing to life the Greater Curtin initiative.
Our vision for a knowledge hub defined by the
synergies of research, business and entrepreneurial
enterprise forms the basis of the Greater Curtin
proposal. Our plans for an urban centre will deliver
significant opportunity for a wide range of knowledge
industries, business and research groups and will
extend to help position Western Australia as a
key knowledge economy in Australia and Asia.
Greater Curtin is underpinned by a broad spectrum of
innovation and delivers on four key network strengths;
Education and Innovation Network – Meeting
the demands of future generations will require
Curtin University to provide contemporary courses
and research capabilities that closely align with
community and business expectations. Greater Curtin
will become the centre of research and innovation
in Western Australia, blending new practices for
entrepreneurship with business and industry partners.
Social and Cultural Network – With one of the
largest humanities faculties in Western Australia,
Greater Curtin will be the place where arts and
culture meet technology and innovation. We
seek to become the creative hub for Perth and an
attractive vibrant destination for the community.
Urbanisation Network – Greater Curtin will support an
urbanisation economy based around public transport,
dense residential and high participation rates of
knowledge workforce and visitor populations. In the
spirit of great urban places, Greater Curtin will serve
its community as a living laboratory where technology
and research are visible and accessible to everyone.

Business and Research Network – A collection
of visionary companies and researchers already
exists in Bentley, and Greater Curtin seeks to
leverage this critical mass to form new business
and research opportunities – multiplying
the number of innovative companies within
Western Australia. The Greater Curtin project
will demonstrate the network benefits offered
to entrepreneurial business and researchers by
the promotion of fresh ideas and collaboration
between new and existing innovators. Greater
Curtin is planned to contribute an estimated $4.5B
in annual output to the State economy when fully
developed, comprising knowledge exports, valueadded industry and significant wages income.
These exciting networks provide solid foundations
for Curtin University and form the cornerstone
from which Greater Curtin is implemented.
We invite all Western Australians to be part
of Greater Curtin and to participate in making
Curtin University a leading light in research and
innovation for this and future generations.

Deborah Terry
Vice-Chancellor
curtin university
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3.3 TYPOLOGIES

Greater Curtin will be a city
supporting innovation,
collaboration and creativity.
It will be home to a diverse
and integrated community.
Greater Curtin will provide
a boundless and adaptable
urban context that
supports constant exchange
between industries,
businesses, governments
and researchers, forging
partnerships in a place
where new thoughts can
be conceived and where
knowledge and innovation
extend beyond buildings.

Its communities will be
seamlessly connected with
the ability to meet, share and
learn together. Whether in a
lab, a cafeteria or underneath
a tree, it will be a place
that encourages thinking,
thriving on togetherness, a
prosperous city of diverse
cultures whose goals are
one and the same.
To make
tomorrow
better.
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1.0
John Curtin,
Former Australian
Prime Minister
1941 – 1945

Greater CURTIN MASTER PLAN

“ The Great University…
should look ever forward:
for it the past should
be but a preparation of
greater days to be.”

1.1 Purpose of the
document
The Greater Curtin Delivering the Vision is
document C in a suite of three documents:
•

•
•

Document A – Greater Curtin
Drivers for Change
Document B – Greater Curtin Master Plan
Document C – Greater Curtin Delivering
the Vision (this document).

The role of these documents is outlined
in the diagram below. A Vision document
supports these documents, establishing a
high level introduction to Greater Curtin. A
series of technical documents also exist to
provide further detail behind the analysis,
strategies and initiatives developed
during the master plan process.

The built form guidelines and design controls
contained within this document have been
developed to assist designers, developers
and decision makers in contributing to the
progressive realisation of Greater Curtin’s
aspirations for its built environment.
In the development of the master plan a
great deal of consultation and consideration
has informed the proposed land use mix, its
distribution, the proposed urban structure,
built form and public realm typologies
and character, as well as the supporting
infrastructure strategies to ensure the
delivery of an urban outcome that is:
•
•
•
•
•

The physical layers of the master plan are
interconnected, and their success in delivering
Greater Curtin’s vision is dependent on their
comprehensive and holistic appreciation,
interpretation and delivery. Through the
realisation of its vision, Greater Curtin
will be a great place to visit, study, live
and work, and the contribution made by
each building, development lot, street
and space is critical to achieving this.

Distinctive
Memorable
Valuable
Functional
Fulfilling.

delivery +
outputs

Greater
Curtin
master plan

The How
The Goal

The Why

R
GREATE
CURTIN
VISION

•

•

•

Establishes the Vision
for Greater Curtin
Provides a high
level introduction
to the master plan
Sets out the intent
for the future city.

The What

R
GREATE
CURTIN
DRIVERS
FOR
CHANGE
•

•

•

Establishes the
starting point for
the project
Sets out the drivers
for the evolution of the
university into a city
Provides a clear
understanding of
the key decisions
taken – the rationale
and outcome.

R
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R
GREATE
CURTIN
MASTER
PL AN
•

•

•

•

Illustrates and defines
the framework for
the future city
Defines the key
structuring elements
of the future city
Establishes the
key strategies and
initiatives proposed
to deliver the vision
for Greater Curtin.

•

Provides an
instruction manual for
the detailed delivery
of the master plan
Provides detailed
design guidance.

This document has been written and shaped to: Interpretations of the guidelines will therefore
be favourably considered where modifications
provide A PRACTICAL HANDBOOK
achieve or surpass the design requirements
The guidelines contained within this
provided, and where proposed outcomes
document are intended to provide a
maintain and enhance the architectural and
practical handbook, or design manual,
environmental quality, public realm and
for the comprehensive translation of the
accessibility, and sustainability determined
Greater Curtin Master Plan intent.
by the master plan, its vision and the six
guiding principles for Greater Curtin:
DEFINE PARAMETERS TO GUIDE

THE EVOLUTION OF OPPORTUNITIES
The guidelines set in place parameters
within which development can be
explored and designs developed.
All of the guidelines must be
responded to in the development of
proposals for Greater Curtin.
The guidelines set out instruction for:
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Site-wide design requirements
Development lot opportunities
and design intent
The physical parameters for development lots
The desired primary land uses per lot
Desired design outcomes for development
lots and suggested typologies of built form
Requirements for public realm
Requirements and opportunities for
sustainability and design innovation.

ENCOURAGE INTERPRETATION
The master plan for Greater Curtin illustrates
and defines an opportunity for Curtin
University’s land at Bentley. It is fully
appreciated that the development opportunity
and potential urban evolution defined by the
master plan will emerge over an extended time
frame. The master plan has been shaped and
staged with an assumption that the area will
evolve over a minimum 20-year timeframe.
In defining the design guidance the need for
interpretation in response to current trends
in the market, planning and design has been
a key consideration.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Greater Systems
Living Laboratory
Collection of Cultures
Platform for Partnerships
Networked Communities
Distinctly Curtin.

Document structure
Design Directions (DD)
The ‘Design Directions’ (DD) provide
overarching objectives, or site-wide strategies
and design instruction applicable across all
built form typologies, super lots and lots.

design and development guidance
Superlots
In order to assist in the determination of
development opportunities, and clearly
define distinct land parcels, the
master plan has been subdivided into
development bands or ‘Superlots’.

The Superlots are illustrated to define the
location and extent of distinct development
parcels and provide additional design direction
and advice for their successful development
within the context of the wider master plan.

Typologies
The master plan anticipates a range of activities
at Greater Curtin. This land use diversification
will result in the need for a range of individual
building typologies. The design guidelines
present massing and design advice relative
to each building type, and offer good practice
precedent imagery to illustrate the types
of outcome desired at Greater Curtin.

Design Development Process
and Policy Context
Directions 2031 and Beyond (D2031) provides
the overarching spatial planning framework
for the Perth and Peel Regions. Within its
Activity Centres Network, Bentley/Curtin is
recognised as a Strategic Specialised Activity
Centre. Five Specialised Centres are noted in
State Planning Policy 4.2 Activity Centres for
Perth and Peel (SPP 4.2) including Curtin/
Bentley, which sit outside the hierarchy of
population, retail and business, based centres.
This document provides designers
and developers with a handbook that
should be read in conjunction with:
•

•
•
•
•

The suite of documents which make
up the Greater Curtin Master Plan
The Building Code of Australia (BCA)
Disability Discrimination Act
Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972
Any other relevant Australian and
WA, Perth Regional Standards,
legislation and regulations.

Greater CURTIN MASTER PLAN
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1.2 How to use this
document

Greater CURTIN MASTER PLAN

2.0
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2.1 Introduction
The Design Directions are provided to establish overarching
objectives, or site-wide strategies and design instruction
applicable across all typologies, superlots and lots.
The Design Directions provide instruction to drive design
development to deliver outcomes that are innovative, sustainable
and holistic, and deliver the direction set by the Greater Curtin
Master Plan Vision and six guiding design principles.

GREATER
SYSTEMS

LIVING
LABORATORY

COLLECTION
OF CULTURES

The master plan for Greater Curtin
embeds a progressive strategy to
achieve sustainable development
outcomes. Feeding and supporting the
future city is a network of integrated
infrastructure systems designed to
anticipate the growth of the future
city, supported by strategies that
enable adaptation to accommodate
innovation in services provision.

The evolution of the city, its design,
construction and life will provide a focus
for education and life-long learning,
leveraging off academic and research
opportunities, and providing platforms
for collaboration, innovation and the
exchange of knowledge. The evolution
and delivery of the master plan will
provide opportunities for and be
inclusive and draw on the knowledge and
experience of its resident communities.

Greater Curtin will be home to a diverse
and integrated community. It will be a
vibrant place characterised by intimate,
local, human scale neighbourhoods with
easy access to everyday needs. It will be
an environment that enables its residents
to live, work and play in Greater Curtin.

17
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Greater CURTIN MASTER PLAN

PLATFORMS FOR
PARTNERSHIPS

NETWORKED
COMMUNITIES

DISTINCTLY
CURTIN

The approach to architecture and
urban planning is embedded in this
concept, promoting the delivery of
spaces that facilitate knowledge
networks, establishing an attitude
to architecture of open plans and the
provision of spaces for interaction and
community, enabling the evolution of
a city that thrives on collaboration,
diversity and innovation.

Embedded within the Greater Curtin
structure is an integrated urban
movement network that provides
access to convenient and attractive
public transport with transit enabled
streets that are safe, walkable
and cycleable. This network will
extend strong links beyond the
city, effectively connecting the
Greater Curtin community to its
neighbourhood, to Perth and
into the region.

Greater Curtin will grow from
established foundations. The distinctive
characteristics of its land and cultures
provide the building blocks for the
future city, establishing the framework
for the evolution of a place that is
responsive and respectful of its heritage,
looking forever forward from its past.

2.2 Design
DIrections
The focus for each Design Direction
(DD) is summarised in the opposite
diagram. Instructions for each DD
are outlined in the following pages.

Urban
Morphology

Character
and Identity

Focus

Focus

Provides instructions for the
approach to be taken to the
location, arrangement and
massing of built form.

Explores and provides direction for:
•

•

Instructions
DD 1.1
DD 1.2

Massing
Wayfinding

•

The definition of neighbourhoods
and their character
The development of an architectural
language; its geometry,
tectonics and materiality
The development and delivery
of a distinctive design language
for Greater Curtin’s landscape
and public realm.

Instructions
DD 2.1
DD 2.2
DD 2.3
DD 2.4
DD 2.5
DD 2.6
DD 2.7
DD 2.8

Neighbourhood Character
Built Form Geometry and 		
Articulation
Use of Materials
Detailing and Finishes
Existing Vegetation
Vegetation Character Zones
Micro-climates
Public Art
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Relationships

Responsiveness

Focus

Focus

Establishes guidance to deliver a
Greater Curtin that is safe, activated,
and legible with good amenity.

Establishes initiatives to encourage
and achieve sustainable and
innovative development outcomes.

Instructions

Instructions

DD 3.1
DD 3.2
DD 3.3
DD 3.4
DD 3.5
DD 3.6
DD 3.7
DD 3.8

DD 4.1

Safety
Activation
Legibility
Amenity and Comfort
Main Street
Living Stream
Urban Squares
Pedestrian Links,
Laneways and Arcades

DD 4.2
DD 4.3
DD 4.4

Environmentally Sustainable 		
Design (ESD)
Social Sustainability
Flexible Design
Innovation

Urban
Morphology
Overview
Greater Curtin will be characterised by
a strong, distinct and legible urban form.
DD1, Urban Morphology, addresses
the approach taken to the location,
arrangement and massing of built form.
This has been influenced and shaped by:
•

•

•

•

Consideration of the key design
elements of the original campus
architecture and its structure
The desire to transform the campus
into a highly urban place
The opportunity to carefully utilise
the undulation and articulation of
height to create rhythm and drama
The opportunity to utilise built form
massing to enhance legibility at both a
city wide and individual building scale.

Instructions
DD 1.1
DD 1.2

Massing
Wayfinding

Urban street
Icon sites
Living Stream
Extension of Corso
Prominent street façades

Greater CURTIN MASTER PLAN
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North and South Plazas

DD 1.1
Massing
Intent
The term massing, in the context of these guidelines, relates
to the general shape of individual buildings, or shaping of
a collection of buildings, with a view to ensuring good urban
outcomes are achieved and the delivery of a built form that
is cohesive and legible.

Instructions
•

•

•

•

Buildings are to be predominantly organised with the
maximum length on a north-south orientation to optimise
opportunities for sustainable design outcomes.
Groups of buildings have been organised in development
bands to strongly define complementary public
spaces, enhancing the opportunity for attractive.
building settings and optimal solar access.
Built forms are to be used to define and frame
streets, junctions and public spaces.
Building heights are to be used to create rhythm and variety.

Site boundary
Landmark building
Gateway Location/prominent corner
Activated frontage at ground level
Strong visual/physical relationship
Key link/space
Point of Access/Egress

DD 1.2
Wayfinding
Intent

Instructions

The opportunity to deliver intuitive wayfinding, where
elements of the built environment are used and
organised to assist with legibility and navigation,
has been a deliberate approach to the proposed
location and juxtaposition of building heights.

•

Buildings with significant additional height have been identified
for key sites to:
–– Create legible gateways, signifying key
arrival points into Greater Curtin
–– Reinforce the role and significance of key
nodes of activity along Main Street
–– Give Greater Curtin an address within the Perth skyline.

•

Development should respond to the proposed east-west
aligned massing bands, which deliver both opportunities
for development efficiencies as well as defining strong
view corridors and neighbourhood legibility.
Development adjacent to and along the Living Stream should
promote and reinforce the opportunity to create view lines
which enhance both physical and visual connectivity between
key public spaces.
Key views from the existing campus should be preserved and
enhanced. These views include opportunities to capture views
north over Collier Park and to Perth CBD and south towards the
Canning River from within buildings and rooftop terraces.

•

•

0

100

250

500
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DD2
Character
and Identity

Overview

Instructions

The realisation of the Greater Curtin
Master Plan will see a traditional university
campus evolve and grow into a vibrant,
mixed, urban centre, introducing a
greater variety of activities and land uses.
Through the delivery of the master plan
the accommodation for these new uses
and activities will complement Curtin’s
established identity and elevate its character
to create a new, enhanced Greater Curtin.

DD 2.1
DD 2.2

DD2 Character and Identity explores
and provides direction for:
•

•

•

The definition of neighbourhoods
and their character
Architectural language; its geometry,
tectonics and materiality
The language of the landscape
and public realm.

DD 2.3
DD 2.4
DD 2.5
DD 2.6
DD 2.7
DD 2.8

Neighbourhood Character
Built Form Geometry
and Articulation
Use of Materials
Detailing and Finishes
Existing Vegetation
Vegetation Character Zones
Micro-climates
Public Art

DD2 Character and Identity
should be read in conjunction
with Appendix A: Curtin’s Existing
Character. This appendix provides
insight and a starting point for the
appreciation of the valued design
language from the campus core.
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2.0
north

Intent
Greater Curtin consists of three distinct neighbourhoods.
Geographically defining these neighbourhoods and using
them to provide legibility and definition of character for the
Greater Curtin community is a key objective. To achieve this,
the distinctive character and identity of each neighbourhood
should be reinforced in the physical outcomes for each area.

Instructions
Greater Curtin Central
• Greater Curtin Central will be the ceremonial and civic
heart of Greater Curtin and a focus of community activity.
New development should respond to the design principles,
materials, form and character of the best examples of
the University’s existing urban vernacular. Well executed,
contemporary interpretation and design innovation within
this framework is encouraged. The intent is to consolidate the
original character of the campus so that it ultimately extends
the width of the site, from Hayman Road to Kent Street.
• All development adjacent to Central Park must seek to
deliver a positive visual and physical relationship with
the park landscape.

central

south

Greater Curtin North and Greater Curtin South
• Greater Curtin North and South are the day-to-day engine
rooms of the city. They are both key points of arrival
and focus of diverse business and retail activities. New
development activity within these neighbourhoods will
be more varied than the existing campus and therefore
a greater range of building typology is anticipated.
However, all new buildings should seek to reflect and
adapt the basic qualities of Curtin’s urban vernacular.
• The Resources and Chemistry Building (Building 500)
provides a good example of interpretive architecture. This
building has a contemporary aesthetic but utilises a material
and colour palette, and linear form that is derived from this.
• Sites identified as key urban markers, where taller
buildings are encouraged, provide opportunities
to deliver distinct architectural statements.
• New development adjacent to the iconic Curtin
Dome in the Greater Curtin North neighbourhood
must complement and enhance the setting of
this distinctive and important structure.

Greater CURTIN MASTER PLAN

DD 2.1
Neighbourhood
Character

DD 2.2
Built Form
Geometry and
Articulation
Intent
Some of the most significant opportunities to deliver sustainable
built form outcomes are influenced at the simplest level
by the positioning and articulation of development. In the
development of the Greater Curtin Master Plan the overall
design direction has been to deliver a development framework
that optimises opportunities for more sustainable outcomes
starting at this fundamental point of decision making,
through to the contribution of development detailing.
DD 2.2 focuses on opportunities for building geometry and
articulation to contribute to the delivery of more sustainable
development outcomes as well as the delivery of a strong
sense of identity and contribution to the legibility of the city.

Instructions
•

•

Buildings are to be predominantly organised with the
maximum length on a north-south orientation to optimise
opportunities for sustainable design outcomes.
To contribute to the development of an architectural
language that is ‘Distinctly Curtin’ (refer Appendix A) the
articulation of façades should explore the use of:
–– Horizontal bands that emphasise the linear form
of buildings (e.g. Architecture Building 201)
–– A dominant surface material emphasising the scale
and volume of the building (e.g. Robinson Library
Building 105, Engineering Building 204)
–– The expression of a buildings structural frame within either
the plane of the exterior walls, or as an exoskeleton.
–– Deep set windows providing shade from
excessive exposure to direct sun.

DD 2.3
Use of
Materials
Intent
The clear use of materials to articulate building façades and the
public realm is a successful part of Curtin’s established vernacular
(refer Appendix A) that should be continued to deliver a built
form language that aids legibility at a city-wide and individual
building scale, and minimises the need for more formal signage.

Instructions
•
•

•

•

Apply a limited and well-considered materials palette.
Materials should be used to define architectural elements,
contributing to the legibility of each building and enhancing
the individual character and identity of each development
In the detailing of the public realm material choices should
respect and respond to the University’s heritage, associated with
the original campus core, where simple use of quality and resilient
materials forms a strong foundation to the public domain.
Material selection should consider:
–– Low embodied energy solutions
–– Effective whole-of-life costs
–– Low ongoing maintenance
–– Sustainable production.

•

Feature walling to landscape and public realm
works is to typically feature three finishes:
–– Concrete (insitu off-form or precast)
–– Brick – red brick as base and coloured brick as feature
–– Solid Western Australian sourced stone or stone
cladding – to areas of embellishment. Limestone and
reconstituted limestone walling is to be avoided.

•

The resolution of levels across playing fields and development
lots may require the use of earth battering or retaining walls.
Where space does not provide adequate room for earth battering,
retaining walls will be acceptable but are not preferred. Limestone
and reconstituted limestone retaining walls are to be avoided.
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DD 2.5
Existing
Vegetation

Intent

Intent

Good construction detailing is essential. A well-detailed
and well-constructed building reduces the recurrent costs of
maintenance and disruption to academic programming.

Greater Curtin will continue to celebrate the dual botanic
heritage of the former Swan Coastal Plain and Pine plantation
species, whilst looking to showcase Western Australian
botanic species within an innovative and new green
infrastructure and public domain network (refer Appendix A).

Instructions
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Low maintenance materials, which do not require painting
or similar treatment, are preferred, such as brick, concrete,
glass, anodised aluminium, copper, stainless steel. These
are all already used on many of the campus buildings. These
materials are long-lasting and gain character with age.
If materials requiring maintenance are preferred, the ability
to easily be replaced or maintained must be considered.
Careful consideration should be given to the design and
appearance of the roofscape, treating these areas as a fifth
elevation of a building, exploring the opportunity for them to
be useable or productive spaces, such as a roof garden, for
water catchment or supporting renewable energy technologies.
Additional to the importance of effective stormwater
collection and drainage and the prevention of moisture
ingress into the structure, roofs, gutters, cappings,
flashings, etc. must be well resolved in detail and
neatly executed in robust non-corrodible materials.
It is preferred that shade devices (canopies, hoods, fins, etc.)
are fully integrated into the building fabric and constructed
of material that will not deteriorate. Shade devices and
screens attached to the surface of buildings should generally
be avoided as they tend to require ongoing maintenance.
Exterior colour should be inherent to the materials used
for buildings and not applied, generating a natural, earthy
character to the Campus’s architecture, and providing a
practical solution with respect to maintenance minimisation.
The consistency of pitch angle, colour and profile of
proposed tiled roofs should contribute to the desired effect
of unifying groups of buildings across the campus.

Instructions
•

•

All trees at Curtin (Pine or otherwise) have value and
should be retained where possible unless deemed
dangerous, unhealthy, a weed species or other
reason identified for removal by an arborist.
Any retention and replacement strategy for pines on site
should involve retaining and planting a network of ‘Pine
stands’ in association with key points in the Greater Curtin
Master Plan. This includes places of cultural exchange,
plazas, gateways, meeting points and the like.

Greater CURTIN MASTER PLAN

DD 2.4
Detailing
and Finishes

DD 2.6
Vegetation
Character zones
Intent
New planting within Greater Curtin will respond to four
character zones, three of which are informed by the
underlying paleochannel and soil structures of the area.
For more information regarding appropriate planting
species, refer to Appendix B: Planting List.

Instructions
•

•

•

•

•

Proposed key species are based on endemic
vegetation of the Swan Coastal Plain. The Curtin
Plant Schedule and accompanying plan illustrate
the desired species list and distribution.
To increase biodiversity the opportunity to source locally
provenanced seeds should be explored, germinated and
grown for use in all future street and park planting.
Buffer species should be utilised to form an important
biodiversity corridor along Kent Street.
Wet species, as listed, should be used to develop
the Living Stream aquatic aesthetic.
Dry species, as listed, should be used to inhabit
the lower slopes of the Curtin rise which extends
up to the established core campus area.

Character Zone

Species List

Buffer

•
•
•
•
•
•

Wet

•
•
•
•
•
•

Dry

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Existing
Campus Core

Agonis flexuosa
Banksia attenuata
Banksia menziesii
Eucalyptus rudis
Macrozamia riedlei
Nuytsia floribunda
Banksia littoralis
Banksia occidentalis
Eucalyptus rudis
Melaleuca preissiana
Melaleuca rhaphiophylla
Wetland sedges
Allocasuarina fraseriana
Banksia grandis
Corymbia calophylla
Eucalyptus erythrocorys
Eucalyptus marginata
Eucalyptus todtiana
Xanthorrhoea preissii
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2.0
DD 2.8
Public Art

Intent

Intent

An important overlay to this plan occurs at the individual
building scale where distinct microclimates occur to the
north and south of east-west orientated buildings. These
conditions define opportunities for dry and full sun tolerant
species versus wetter shade tolerant species, generating a
landscape typology for adoption throughout Greater Curtin.

Public art is an integral part of great urban places. It has
the capability to enrich our day-to-day experiences as
well as stimulate and educate. The inclusion of public art
can enhance the practical function of spaces, enhance
architecture and contribute to a sense of place.

Instructions
•

Instructions
•

Plant species indicated in the Greater Curtin Plant
Schedule and identified as north and south aspect
species should be selected as appropriate.
•

•

Develop a stimulating and creative urban environment
through the integration of public art with artworks to be
used as opportunities for provocation and education, in
particular providing a platform to profile heritage, Indigenous
culture and technological infrastructure innovations.
0.5% of total construction budget for all buildings up to
a maximum sum of $250,000 is to be allocated to public
art. This can be coordinated as part of the building works
or contributed to a Curtin University Public Art Fund for
allocation within the Greater Curtin public realm.
Each key urban ‘gateway’ should showcase a
significant and innovative artistic, landscape or
architectural feature to deliver a memorable impression.
Opportunities should explore the development of:
–– Significant sculptural art work commissions
–– Iconic stands of pine trees
–– Signature architectural form, scale and height
–– Lighting installations and other potential
more ephemeral works.

Greater CURTIN MASTER PLAN

DD 2.7
Micro-climates

Relationships
Overview
Greater Curtin will become a highly active
urban centre. Achieving this requires
the careful consideration of how strong
relationships and the interfaces between
buildings, streets and public spaces are
created to deliver places that are safe,
legible, attractive and comfortable.
DD3 Relationships establishes guidance
to deliver a greater Curtin that:
•
•
•
•

Is safe
Is activated
Is legible
Has good amenity.

Instructions
DD 3.1
DD 3.2
DD 3.3
DD 3.4
DD 3.5
DD 3.6
DD 3.7
DD 3.8

Safety
Activation
Legibility
Amenity and Comfort
Main Street
Living Stream
Urban Squares
Pedestrian Links,
Laneways and Arcades
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2.0
DD 3.2
Activation

DD 3.3
Legibility

Intent

Intent

Intent

All new development in Greater Curtin
must contribute to the delivery of a safe
environment that employs appropriate design
techniques to minimise reliance on CCTV
and other security measures, and optimises
opportunities for the natural surveillance
of streets, pathways and public spaces.

New development must contribute to the
creation of an active environment, employing
appropriate design elements to create
regular footfall, encourage interaction
and lingering, and provide people with
a sense of ownership of spaces.

All new development in Greater Curtin
must contribute to the delivery of a legible
environment that is easy to navigate and
minimises the need for formal signage.

Instructions
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Include active uses in the ground level
of buildings where possible e.g. retail
Integrate visually permeable façades
at ground level where physical
activation is not possible e.g. the use
of windows and building entries
Include balconies, terraces and windows
on podium and upper levels of buildings
to enable overlooking and the natural
surveillance of adjacent spaces
Development should provide adequate
and attractive lighting solutions
Where appropriate include on-street
parking to slow traffic speeds and
provide a buffer between pedestrians
and other moving vehicles
Deliver a built form that tightly
holds the street and street corners
to reduce vehicular visibility and
encourage slower traffic movement
Streets and public spaces must be
designed with ‘clutter reduction’ in mind
to minimise risk or hazards such as
falling into water, tripping on vegetation
and slipping on ground surfaces.

Instructions
•

•

•

•

Explore the delivery of an appropriate land
use mix to create active edges where required
e.g. shops, cafes, bars and restaurants
Include mixed building typologies
with activated ground floors to deliver
efficient use of space and create a vibrant,
comfortable and safe environment for people
Integrate appropriate design elements and
infrastructure to accommodate flexible
use of spaces, in particular supporting
learning and leisure, e.g. seating,
shade, power and Wi-Fi accessibility
Consider place management activities
as part of delivering successful
and vibrant public spaces.

Instructions
•

•

•

•

•

Key building entries should be
clearly articulated by design
Use height (i.e. tower elements) where
appropriate to create ‘urban markers’ in
key places including at transport nodes,
urban squares, and ceremonial parks
Ensure appropriate context and
setting is given to iconic buildings
and features e.g. the Curtin Dome
Integrate clear and simple signage and
wayfinding elements into built form
and public spaces to aid navigation
Reduce visual and physical clutter in
buildings and the public realm.

Greater CURTIN MASTER PLAN

DD 3.1
Safety

DD 3.4
Amenity
and Comfort
Intent
All new development in Greater Curtin must
contribute to an urban environment that is
attractive, memorable and comfortable.

Instructions
•

•

•

•

Provide appropriate shelter such as shade
trees, awnings, colonnades and arcades
to create an attractive and climate comfort
walking and cycling environment.
Use well-designed ‘building sleeves’ to
integrate more effectively inactive elements
such as car parking and service access.
Use development to frame key
streets and public spaces.
Provide appropriate volumes and types
of ‘street furniture’ to promote the active
use of space e.g. seating, tables.

DD 3.5
Main Street
Intent
Urban form must frame and contribute to the
primacy, activation and amenity of Main Street.

Instructions
•

•

•

•

•

•

Development must contribute to a
formal, coherent and continuous
streetscape, except at sites identified
for landmark/iconic buildings.
Buildings must have zero setback
to their development boundary
Arcades and or awnings must be an integral
part of building façades onto Main Street
Street level floor to ceiling heights
must be a minimum of 3m
Where appropriate retail frontages integrate
shopfront diversity within key nodes.
Shopfront glazing must activate the street
with no single large-scale commercial
premises occupying more than twice the
width of neighbouring shopfronts.
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2.0
DD 3.7
Urban Squares

Intent

Intent

Urban form must make a positive
contribution to the setting and
activation of the Living Stream.

Urban form must contribute positively to the
definition and activation of urban squares.

Instructions
•

•

•

•

•

Development adjacent to the Living
Stream should generate strong sightlines
enabling views to/from the Living Stream
Development should provide visual
and physical permeability at ground
level avoiding continuous façades
Development lighting should be subtle
and contribute to the atmosphere
of a quiet natural space
The landscape associated with
adjacent development lots should
complement and provide a seamless
integration with the Living Stream
Buildings should contribute to an informal
character, complementing the natural
recreational nature of the Living Stream.

Instructions
•

•

•

Buildings should help define the
edges of proposed squares with zero
setbacks and continuous colonnades
to activate the street edge
Land use mixes should be explored to deliver
opportunities to activate edges and present
opportunities to support alfresco dining
Buildings should include balconies
and terraces at upper levels to
encourage overlooking and sense
of activity around the square.

DD 3.8
Pedestrian Links,
Laneways and
Arcades
Intent
Urban form should help to define and
positively contribute to the safety
and comfort of mid-block links.

Instructions
•

•

Development should deliver a consistent
setbackto help define a visually and
physically clear and unobstructed pathway.
At ground floor development should
incorporate, as an integral piece of the
building design, awnings, canopies
and screens to provide climate comfort
for pedestrians and cyclists.
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DD 3.6
Living Stream

Overview
The Greater Curtin Master Plan
establishes a flexible framework to
guide growth at Curtin over an extended
timeframe; at least the next 20 years.

Responsiveness

Flexibility in the interpretation of certain
aspects of the plan is critical to respond to
the changing dynamics of environmental,
social, political and economic factors, as
well as attitudes to land use activity, built
form, infrastructure and community needs.
The master plan sets in place core
elements to guide development in a way
that is responsive to change and provides
guidelines that enable opportunities

for innovation to be realised as
part of a university environment,
supporting platforms for learning
through the projects delivery.
The following section outlines
‘Design Directions’ to encourage
innovation and the pursuit of more
sustainable design outcomes:

Instructions
DD 4.1
DD 4.2
DD 4.3
DD 4.4

Environmentally 		
Sustainable Design (ESD)
Social Sustainability
Flexible Design
Innovation

Intent
Curtin is committed to the pursuit of
progressive environmental sustainability
in the delivery of its master plan. Carefully
considered design can significantly reduce
materials and water demand as well as the
dependence on energy use for air conditioning
systems to cool and heat buildings, generating
outcomes that are more efficient and that
contribute positively to the environment.

Renewable and Clean Energy
•

Instructions
General
•

•
•

•

•

•

All new buildings are to be welldesigned and seek to deliver
exemplary functional performance.
Buildings must be fit for purpose.
All new buildings must define, in
consultation with the university,
project specific ESD targets at the
outset that seek to meet or surpass
current best practice standards.
As a minimum, new buildings must
comply with a minimum 4 star NABERS
rating for energy and water.
While not mandatory, new buildings are
encouraged to achieve an appropriate
Greenstar rating of at least 5 stars.
Certain development sites, due to their
location or use, have been nominated as
key contributors to Greater Curtin’s sitewide sustainability strategies for energy
and water management (Refer to Section
4.4: Future Systems of Document B Greater
Curtin Master Plan). At these locations
development should explore initiatives
such as:
–– The inclusion of well-designed
roof gardens, as an extension of
public spaces, helping to establish
Greater Curtin as a model for modern
urban density and open space

New development should seek to optimise
the use of clean and renewable energy.
Solar collectors, photo-voltaic panels,
geothermal energy and wind power
are some of the technologies that are
currently available. These technologies
should be carefully integrated into the
design of new buildings so that they
also contribute positively to the visual
character and identity of Greater Curtin
as a place that embraces innovation
and responsible energy management.

•

•

Water Use
•

•

Climate Protection
•

•

•

Climate modifying devices should
be fully integrated into the fabric
and design of buildings.
Development opportunities should produce
sun studies to demonstrate how façade
designs effectively mediate the impact
of sun penetration through the use of
–– Canopies
–– Louvers
–– Screens
–– Arcades
–– Glazing systems.
It is expected that new buildings will
achieve a higher standard of climate
control and user comfort than merely
achieving BCA compliance.

Development should seek to optimise
access to natural light and fresh air.
Habitable rooms and spaces within
buildings should ensure people enjoy
the benefits of fresh air, natural
light and attractive views to outside
streets, courts, gardens, etc.
Development should seek to optimise
opportunities to utilise cross ventilation,
allowing for the continuous flow of air
between opposite façades and reduction
in the use of mechanical cooling.

•

•

•

All water (including recycled and harvested
water) is to be used wisely, that is, water is
to be considered a valuable resource and
not to be wasted. For more information
on requirements for water infrastructure,
refer to Section 4.4: Future Systems
of Document B Greater Curtin Master
Plan, and the Greater Curtin Integrated
Urban Water Management Strategy).
Rainwater harvesting and re-use within
buildings is required. Certain buildings
are required to harvest rainwater for
the purpose of communal reuse.
Excess rainwater not able to be re-used
within buildings or communally must
be distributed into the Living Stream.
Reuse of communal treated
wastewater is required.
The controlled use of water within the
design of shaded courtyards, or similar,
should be considered to improve
the general level of physiological
and psychological comfort.

Orientation
•

Not all development will be able to achieve
the optimum orientation to benefit
from climate comfort. Well-considered
architecture will address orientation as
a basic requirement for good design.
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Ventilation and Natural Light

2.0

–– Extending the stormwater management
capacity of Greater Curtin through
the integration of ‘Green Roofs’
which will contribute to water
catchment for the Living Stream
–– The exploration of decentralised
and renewable energy initiatives
–– The opportunity to utilise the natural
landscape on and around buildings
to positively modifying the microclimate should be explored in the
design of the public realm.

Greater CURTIN MASTER PLAN

DD 4.1
Environmentally
Sustainable Design
(ESD)

DD 4.2
Social Sustainability

Instructions
•

Intent
At Curtin social sustainability is as
important as economic and environmental
sustainability. The three domains are to
be considered as inter-linked and interdependent, accepting that the physical
environment has a powerful formative effect
on our individual and collective being.

•

•

Developments should seek to deliver
the same level of diversity and land
use mix as defined in the master plan
document matching the academic needs
with social and cultural facilities, and
providing a range of housing and retail
and commercial activities to support the
people visiting or living in Greater Curtin.
Buildings and their uses will be required
to relate positively to the adjacent public
realm and streetscape and contribute
to a safe and comfortable urban fabric
that will provide the framework for
communities to develop and for people
to enjoy a vital and diverse social and
cultural lifestyle within Greater Curtin.
Development should respond to and
support a variety of potential modes
of transport including provision for
cyclists. Besides compliance with
BCA requirements, new developments
must include a comfortable end-of-trip
facility to encourage the use of bicycle
transport and provide useful and wellmaintained provision for people that use
bicycles for transport, deliveries, etc.

•

•

•

•

•

Bicycle paths (or mixed pedestrian/
cycle paths) must be extended to the
primary entrances of each building.
Secure bike racks are to be provided
close to building entrances.
Greater Curtin will be an example of wellintegrated universal access. The design of
individual buildings and the public realm
must cater to universal access standards
and provisions should generally surpass
the Standards and BCA requirements.
New developments will need to actively
and positively integrate with and
provide public realm as defined by the
master plan and development guidance,
making a genuine contribution to
enhancing the value of public space.
Private open space, associated with specific
developments, must be well-designed,
equal or better in quality and amenity to the
public realm infrastructure delivered by the
University. It must also be well-maintained.
All non-residential car parking within
Greater Curtin forms part of a total
allocation determined by the State
Government. Curtin University is
required to manage all parking as
part of its commitment to a collective
parking strategy across all sites.
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2.0
DD 4.4
Innovation

Intent

Intent

The design of buildings and public
spaces should be adaptive and capable
of accommodating different uses over
time. This is both a sensible economic
strategy in terms of investment as well a
supporting social variety and diversity.

Curtin University’s roots are in the
development and application of technologies.
Innovation is implicit in all aspects of
Greater Curtin. New development must
take full advantage of this opportunity to
reinterpret the original campus aesthetic
and bring contemporary, forward-looking
forms, materials and systems into the mix.
Additional to new construction systems and
materials, innovations are common to building
services and systems devised to reduce
the consumption of energy. Architectural
innovations also occur in the accommodation
of new modes of living, working and learning,
delivering hybrid buildings, adaptable
structures, technologically augmented
spaces, and green initiatives, all of which
are appropriate to Greater Curtin.

Instructions
•

For residential developments in commercial
or educational settings the ground floor
accommodation must be of sufficient
height to ensure the available space can
be converted into a retail or commercial
use. The minimum floor to ceiling height
is to be 3.0m, excluding air conditioning
and other services. The intention is for the
lower levels of apartment developments
to be ‘future proofed’ so that they can,
if desired, be used for small business
activities and that apartments can be
adapted for commercial activity. Particularly
with street level residences, designers
should ensure the space, building structure
and fabric support changes of use.

Instructions
Cultural Innovation
•

Development should explore ways to
optimise bringing life to the streets
of Greater Curtin as an innovation in
the intensely suburban city of Perth.
Development should consciously
contribute to the activation of the public
realm to support all forms of formal,
informal and spontaneous events and
stimulate people to participate.

Commitment to History
•

Development touched by the Dreaming
Trail and Living Stream (as defined in
the master plan) should positively seek
to understand and interpret the design
intention of the Indigenous heritage and
natural systems of the land to become
part of the future visual language of the
city. The Dreaming Trail and the Living
Stream add a unique quality to the
environment that is genuinely local.
The master plan’s landscape
strategy develops these themes
into a valuable attribute. Public
artworks as well as architecture
can contribute to these themes.

Construction Technology
•

New development at Greater Curtin
should, where feasible, embrace
new design and construction
technologies such as modular, prefabricated components and building
elements that minimise waste.

Connectivity
•

New development should explore
opportunities to utilise new generation
mobile devices to create interactive
and augmented environments.
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DD 4.3
Flexible Design
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No Setback
3m Setback on Ground Floor (Arcade)

3.1 SUPERLOTS

Min 80% Frontage

Levels
13

70%

8

100%

3

For ease of development discussions and to leverage
opportunities for development efficiency, the master
plan has been divided into a number of superlots,
as identified in the adjacent diagram. Development
guidelines for each superlot are described in the
following section. The diagram below explains how
to navigate the superlot development guidelines.

How to use the
superlot development
guidelines

Site Coverage

%

7

Height and
Massing

13 Levels
8 Levels

3 Levels

Superlot boundary
Maximum 13 storeys
90200

24600

132074

28028
14100

18

05

48600

24,489 sqm

Maximum 3 storeys

Identifies the
configuration,key
dimensions and proposed
land use activities
of the superlot

Proposed internal street

2000010000

9

53552

14100

46460

Maximum 8 storeys

42408

20000 10000

1

10000

2.

Identifies the location
Section A-a
of the superlot within
the master plan

79800

1.

Proposed internal street

60%

246874

15000

No Setback
3m Setback on Ground Floor (Arcade)
Levels
13
6
3
%

Site Coverage

Min 90% Frontage

Establishes appropriate
building typologies, as
identified in Section 3.2

100%

5.

6.

7.

RA. Residential Apartment

13 Levels

RE. Retail (ground floor only)

8.

9.

6 Levels

HEIGHT AND
MASSING
Superlot boundary
Maximum 13 storeys
Maximum 6 storeys
Maximum 3 storeys
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A

A

SUPERLOT
N-02

DESCRIPTION
Area:
Main Use:
Secondary uses:

24,489 m2
Residential (townhouse)
Residential (apartment)
Retail (western boundary)
North

3

EXPECTED YIELD:
Townhouses:
Apartments:

OPEN SPACE

5

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
SETBACKS:
Ground floor:
Upper floors:

3m to western boundary
No setback to
western boundary

MAXIMUM HEIGHT:
West:
Middle:
East:

13 levels
3 levels
6 levels

MAXIMUM GFA:

4

ENVIRONMENT AND
INFRASTRUCTURE

• Utilise opportunity to enhance
biodiversity corridors as
identified in the master plan
and retain Pinus Pinasta trees
• High efficiency water appliances
and efficient irrigation
practices to be included
• Domestic solar hotwater
systems to be provided on all
residential townhouses
• All buildings to collect clean
rainwater run-off and install
pipework under street network
to centralised rainwater tanks
• Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
• General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan

Neighbourhood:

Identifies key
environmental,
infrastructure and open
space requirements

Establishes the superlot’s
contribution in the
context of the master plan

SECTION A-A

2

1

Establishes key design
parameters for built
form, including maximum
heights, setbacks,
minimum site coverage
and parking requirements

Outlines key urban design
instructions, including
edge conditions, access
points and key focuses
for building articulation

3 Levels

3.0

Provides precedent
examples of appropriate
built form character
outcomes

Establishes maximum
height allowances
identifies green roof
opportunities

100%

Land Use Activity

RT. Residential Townhouse

4.

60%

37,300 m2
70
235

MAXIMUM SITE COVERAGE:
West:
Middle:
East:

100%
60%
100%

MINIMUM FRONTAGE:
90% along west boundary

PARKING REQUIREMENTS:
Apartments:
Townhouses:

1 bay per apartment
1.2 bays per townhouse

TYPOLOGIES
1A, 1B, 4A and 06

6

FUNCTION:
• Passive recreation for residents
• Strong north-south landscape links

ELEMENTS:
• Three (3) public access ways
• One (1) Living Stream park
• One (1) local park (centrally located)
• Two (2) pocket parks

FACILITIES:
• Small play area
• Small kickabout space
• Public art/ sculpture
• BBQ area

8

KEY URBAN DESIGN
INSTRUCTIONS
Superlot boundary
Key link/ space
Point of access
Public access way uncovered
Arcade/ covered walkway
Activated frontage at ground level
Strong visual/ physical relationship
Prominent corner
Living Stream
Biodiversity corridor contribution

9

CONTEXT AND CONTRIBUTION
TO THE MASTER PLAN
• Together with Superlot N-01,
defines a northern gateway
• Provides a filtered urban edge
and address to Hayman Road
• Respects and focuses
around the living stream
• Addresses and frames key community
and elite recreation facilities
• Is a key focus for private residential,
bringing opportunities to diversify
the future residential population.
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/ building
Key streets/ spaces
Threshold/ gateway
Living stream
00

6

OPEN SPACE
Function:
•
•
•

Passive recreation for residents
Strong north-south landscape links
Respect and enhance
biodiversity corridors

elements:
•
•
•

One (1) public access way
One (1) local park (centrally located)
One (1) pocket park

Facilities:
•
•
•
•

Small play area
Small kickabout space
Public art/ sculpture
BBQ area
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100
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N11

Greater
Curtin
North
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N02

N01

N03
N04

N05

N08

N07

N06

N14
N10

c01

N09

c02

N12

c03

N13

N15

c05

c04

Greater
Curtin
central

c11

c06
c08

c12

c07
c09

c10

s04
s03

Greater
Curtin
south

s01

s06

s02

s07
s10

s05

s09
s08
s11
s12

Land Use Activity

GFA (m²)

AC. Academic

142,032

CO. Community Space

147,884

RC. Residential Academic

143,687

RE. Retail (ground floor only)

58,065

RH. Residential Hotel

19,890

RO. Residential Short Stay

29,201

RT. Residential Townhouse

19,730

OF. Office/Commercial

329,544

TC. Transport Car Park

125,308

TI. Transit Interchange

10,223

TS. Transit Stabling

20,700

* Denotes Ground Floor land use for
certain community use buildings

The identification of land for different development markets and
the careful consideration of land use mix and adjacencies in each
superlot is a key strategy of the master plan to guide outcomes that will
increase diversity and opportunities to forge partnerships and realise
urbanisation economies. The proposed land uses and corresponding
gross floor area are identified in the adjacent plan and table. These
land uses are applicable to each superlot within this section.

4,131

RS. Residential Students

TOTAL

land use Activities

52,173

RA. Residential Apartment

1,102,568
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Manning

Road

0

100

250

Land Use Activity
RA. Residential Apartment
RE. Retail (ground floor only)
RT. Residential Townhouse

SUPERLOT
N-01

DESCRIPTION
Area: 		

Main Use:
Secondary uses:
		

17,864 m²
Residential (townhouse)
Residential (apartment)
Retail (eastern boundary)

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS

environment and
INFRASTRUCTURE
•

•

Setbacks:
Ground floor:
3m to eastern boundary
Upper floors:
No setback to
		eastern boundary

•

maximum Height:
West: 		
Middle: 		
East: 		

3 levels
8 levels
13 levels

•

•

Maximum GFA:
40,976 m²

expected Yield:
Townhouses:
Apartments:

45
330

maximum Site Coverage:
West: 		
Middle: 		
East: 		

60%
70%
100%

Minimum Frontage:
80% along eastern boundary

•

•

OPEN SPACE
Function:
•

Parking requirements:

•

Apartments:
Townhouses:

•

TYPOLOGIES
1A, 1B, 3 and 6

1 bay per apartment
1.2 bays per townhouse

Utilise opportunity to enhance
biodiversity corridors and
retain Pinus pinasta trees as
identified in the master plan
High efficiency water appliances
and efficient irrigation
practices to be included
Domestic solar hotwater systems
to be provided on all residential
townhouses, with large scale
solar hotwater for showers on
selected apartment buildings
All buildings to collect
clean rainwater run-off
Precinct underground centralised
rainwater tanks and system
to be positioned under the
street/pedestrian network
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan

Passive recreation for residents
Strong north-south landscape links
Respect and enhance
biodiversity corridors

elements:
•
•
•

One (1) public access way
One (1) local park (centrally located)
One (1) pocket park

Facilities:
•
•
•
•

Small play area
Small kickabout space
Public art/sculpture
BBQ area

Height and
Massing

13 Levels
8 Levels
3 Levels

Superlot boundary
Maximum 13 storeys

Section A-a

Maximum 8 storeys

A

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Key access
Public access way uncovered
Arcade/covered walkway
Activated frontage at ground level
Strong visual/physical relationship
Prominent corner
Biodiversity corridor contribution

Context and contribution
to the master plan
•

•

•

•

•

Together with Superlot N-02,
defines a northern gateway
Provides a filtered urban edge
and address to Hayman Road
Respects the established biodiversity
corridors to the west and north
Is a key focus for private residential,
bringing opportunities to diversify
the future residential population
Addresses and frames key formal
community recreation facilities.
Superlot boundary
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway

00
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Maximum 3 storeys

Land Use Activity
RA. Residential Apartment
RE. Retail (ground floor only)
RT. Residential Townhouse

SUPERLOT
N-02

DESCRIPTION
Area: 		
Main Use:
Secondary uses:
		
Neighbourhood:

24,489 m²
Residential (townhouse)
Residential (apartment)
Retail (western boundary)
North

ENVIRONMENT and
infrastructure
•

•

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
Setbacks:
Ground floor:
3m to western boundary
Upper floors:
No setback to
		western boundary

•

•

maximum Height:
West: 		
Middle: 		
East: 		

13 levels
3 levels
6 levels

•

Maximum GFA:
37,300 m²

•

expected Yield:
Townhouses:
Apartments:

70
235

Utilise opportunity to enhance
biodiversity corridors as
identified in the master plan
and retain Pinus pinasta trees
High efficiency water appliances
and efficient irrigation
practices to be included
Domestic solar hotwater
systems to be provided on all
residential townhouses
All buildings to collect clean
rainwater run-off and install
pipework under street network
to centralised rainwater tanks
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan

OPEN SPACE

maximum Site Coverage:

Function:

West: 		
Middle: 		
East: 		

100%
60%
100%

•

Minimum Frontage:

•

90% along west boundary

•

Parking requirements:
Apartments:
Townhouses:

1 bay per apartment
1.2 bays per townhouse

•

elements:

•
•

1A, 1B, 4A and 06

Three (3) public access ways
One (1) Living Stream park
One (1) local park (centrally located)
Two (2) pocket parks

Facilities:		
•

TYPOLOGIES

Passive recreation for residents
Strong north-south landscape links

•
•
•

Small play area
Small kickabout space
Public art/sculpture
BBQ area

13 Levels

6 Levels

Height and
Massing
Superlot boundary

3 Levels

Maximum 13 storeys

Section A-a

Maximum 6 storeys

A

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
Public access way uncovered
Arcade/covered walkway
Activated frontage at ground level
Strong visual/physical relationship
Prominent corner
Living Stream
Biodiversity corridor contribution

context and contribution
to the master plan
•

•

•

•

•

Together with Superlot N-01,
defines a northern gateway
Provides a filtered urban edge
and address to Hayman Road
Respects and focuses around
the Living Stream
Addresses and frames key community
and elite recreation facilities
Is a key focus for private residential,
bringing opportunities to diversify
the future residential population.
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
Living Stream
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Maximum 3 storeys

Land Use Activity
RC. Residential Academic
RE. Retail (ground floor only)
OF. Office/Commercial
TC. Transport Car Park

SUPERLOT
N-03

DESCRIPTION
Area: 		
8,022 m²
Main Uses:
Car Parking
Secondary uses: Commercial (office)
		Residential (academic)
		
Retail (western boundary)
North
Location: 		

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
Setbacks:

ENVIRONMENT and
infrastructure
•

•

•

•

no setbacks required

maximum Height:
North: 		
Upper floors:

8 levels
6 levels

Maximum GFA:

•

•

27,800 m²

expected Yield:
Academic Apts:

110

•

maximum site Coverage:
70%

Minimum Frontage:

•

n/a

Provision of end-of-trip
facilities for cyclists
Opportunity to deliver a green roof
as identified in the master plan
Propose Pinus pinasta stands to entry
as identified in the master plan
Selected buildings to collect
clean rainwater run-off and install
pipework under street network
to centralised rainwater tanks
High efficiency water appliances
and efficient irrigation
practices to be included
Provision of large PV systems
on transport car parks and solar
hotwater systems for showers
on apartment buildings
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan

parking requirements:

OPEN SPACE

Apartments:
1 bay per apartment
Commercial and/			
or General use:
Bentley-Curtin 		
		
parking cap applies.
		
Refer master plan. 		
Subject to negotiation
		
		
on pursuit of project
		
opportunity and relevant
		planning policy.

Function:

TYPOLOGIES

facilities:

4A and 6

•

Passive recreation for residents

elements:
•
•

•

One (1) pocket park
50% of roof area to be allocated
to green roofs for environmental
and amenity purposes, as
identified in the master plan
Roof garden

10 Levels
6 Levels

Height and
Massing
Superlot boundary
Maximum 10 storeys

Section A-a

Maximum 6 storeys

49

Green roof opportunity

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Point of access
Strong visual/physical relationship
Prominent corner

context and contribution
to the master plan
•
•
•

•

•

Defines a northern gateway
Provides an address to Hayman Road
Addresses the Living Stream and
formal recreation facilities
Is a focus for commercial activities
supporting the health-related
activities within the neighbourhood
Is a strategic location for
commercial and academic parking
and cycle end-of-trip facilities.
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
Living Stream
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A

Land Use Activity
CO. Community Space

SUPERLOT
N-04

DESCRIPTION
Area: 		
Main Use:
Secondary uses:
Neighbourhood:

10,034 m²
Community (health)
Retail
North

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS

ENVIRONMENT and
infrastructure
•

•

Setbacks:
No setback to southern boundary

•

maximum Height:
5 levels

Maximum GFA:

•

11,000 m²

expected Yield:
n/a

Utilise opportunity to enhance
biodiversity corridor and
propose Pinus pinasta stands as
identified in the master plan
High efficiency water appliances
and efficient irrigation
practices to be included
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan

OPEN SPACE
Function:

maximum Site Coverage:

•

70%

elements:

Minimum Frontage:

•

50% minimum frontage along
southern boundary

•

Parking requirements:

•

Car parking allocation and arrangements
subject to negotiation on pursuit
of project opportunity.

TYPOLOGIES
n/a

Passive recreation and arrival space
One (1) pocket park
One (1) public access way

facilities:
Public art/sculpture

Height and
Massing

5 Levels

Section A-a

Superlot boundary
Maximum 5 storeys

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
Public access way uncovered
Strong visual/physical relationship
Prominent corner

context and contribution
to the master plan
•
•

•

Defines an eastern gateway
Is a focus for key health
facilities, supporting research
and learning activities
Is connected to the academic core
via urban parkland and the Corso.
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
Living Stream
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A

Land Use Activity
RA. Residential Apartment
RC. Residential Academic
TC. Transport Car Park

8,623 sqm

75288

Proposed internal street

75288

114538

114538

SUPERLOT
N-05

DESCRIPTION

TYPOLOGIES

Area: 		
8,623 m²
Main Use:
Residential (academic)
Secondary uses: Residential (apartment)
60% (>G)
		Car
parking
100% (G)
Neighbourhood: North

2 and 5

ENVIRONMENT and
infrastructure
No Setback

5m Setback Upper Floors

Levels

12

•

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
60% (>2)
100% (G,1,2)

Setbacks:

•

Ground floor:
No setback to northern
		boundary
5m setback to
Upper floors:
		
western boundary
		
(3rd level and above)

maximum Height:
West: 		
Remainder:

12 levels
5 levels

Maximum GFA:

•

•

•

41,300 m²

expected Yield:
12 Levels

Apartments:
Academic Apts:

145
340

maximum Site Coverage:
Basement:
Otherwise:

100%
60%

Minimum Frontage:
90% along northern boundary

parking requirements:
Apartments:
1 bay per apartment
Commercial and/			
or General use:
Bentley-Curtin 		
		
parking cap applies.
		
Refer master plan. 		
Subject to negotiation
		
		
on pursuit of project
		
opportunity and relevant
		planning policy.

•

Roof 5top garden on podium
%
Site Coverage
opportunity
as identified
on the master plan
Utilise opportunity to enhance
biodiversity corridor as identified in
the master plan and retain existing
trees to Kent street where possible
High efficiency water appliances
and efficient irrigation
practices to be included
Provision of large solar
hotwater systems for showers
on apartment buildings
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan

5 Levels

OPEN SPACE
Function:
•
•
•

Passive recreation for residents
Strong north-south landscape links
Respect and enhance
biodiversity corridors

elements:
•
•
•

One (1) public access way
One (1) pocket park
Semi-private roof gardens, building
allocation for green roof, as shown
in master plan to have 50% roof
area allocated to green roofs

Facilities:
•
•
•

Small play area
BBQ area
Roof gardens

Height and
Massing
Superlot boundary
Section A-a

Maximum 12 storeys
Maximum 5 storeys
Green roof opportunity

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
Public access way uncovered
Strong visual/physical relationship
Prominent corner
Biodiversity corridor contribution

context and contribution
to the master plan
•
•
•

•

Defines a western gateway
Provides an address to Kent Street
Addresses key formal community
recreation facilities
Is a key focus for academic and
private residential accommodation.
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
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A

Land Use Activity
RC. Residential Academic
RE. Retail (ground floor only)
RS. Residential Students
OF. Office/Commercial
TI. Transit Interchange

32400

60100

14788

194400

21000 9788

95888

25,829 sqm

21000

Mandatory Public Access

145800

SUPERLOT
N-06

DESCRIPTION

TYPOLOGIES

Area: 		
25,829 m²
Main Use:
Transit interchange
Secondary uses: Commercial (office)
		Retail
		Residential (students)
Neighbourhood: North

2, 4A and 6

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
Min 90% Frontage

Setbacks:
Ground, 1st floor: No setback to western Min 90% Frontage
		
and southern boundaries;
Min 90% Frontage
		
3m to northern
60% (>G)
		
and eastern boundaries
90% (G)
Min 90% Frontage
No setback to
Upper floors:
Min 90% Frontage
		
northern and eastern
		boundaries;
		
3m setback to
		
public access way

Heights:
Tower: 		
Remainder:

16 levels
5 levels

Maximum GFA:
86,000 m²
925
98

5 Levels

maximum Site Coverage:
Ground Floor:
Upper Floors:

Provision of end-of-trip
facilities for cyclists
• Opportunity to deliver a green roof
No Setback
3m Setback on Ground
as identified
inFloor
the(Arcade)
master plan
5m Setback Upper Floors
• Levels
Select buildings to collect
16 rainwater run-off
clean
5
• High efficiency water appliances
2
Access) irrigation
and0 (Public
efficient
%
Site Coverage
practices to be included
• Precinct underground centralised
rainwater tank and pipework
to be positioned under the
street/pedestrian network
• Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
• Infrastructure to be provided as
identified in the master plan
•

OPEN16SPACE
Levels

expected Yield:
Student units:
Apartments:

ENVIRONMENT and
infrastructure

90%
60%

Function:
•
•

elements:
•
•

Minimum Frontage:
90% along northern, eastern
boundaries and public access way

parking requirements:
Student units:
1 bay per 5 students
Apartments:
1 bay per apartment
Commercial and/			
or General use:
Bentley-Curtin 		
		
parking cap applies.
		
Refer master plan. 		
		
Subject to negotiation
		
on pursuit of project
		
opportunity and relevant
		planning policy.

Active
and passive recreation
2 Levels
Arrival space for users

•
•

One (1) small urban entry plaza
50% of podium roof area to
be allocated to green roofs for
environmental and amenity purposes,
as identified in the master plan
One (1) public access way (covered)
Four (4) multi-purpose, roof-top
hard courts for community sports

Facilities:
•
•

•

Public art/sculpture
Multi-purpose hard courts suitable
for tennis, netball and basketball
Roof gardens

Height and
Massing

16 Levels

5 Levels
2 Levels

Superlot boundary
Maximum 16 storeys

Section A-a

Maximum 5 storeys
Maximum 2 storeys
Green roof opportunity

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
East/West Link covered
Arcade/covered walkway
Activated frontage at ground level
Strong visual/physical relationship
Prominent corner
Living Stream

context and contribution
to the master plan
•

•

•
•
•

•

Together with N-07, defines
a northern gateway
Frames Main Street, Northern
Square and Curtin Dome
Accommodates transit interchange
Addresses and responds to Living Stream
Key focus for student/academic
residential accommodation
Key commercial and retail
address for Main Street.
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
Living Stream
Bicycle end-of-trip facility
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A

Land Use Activity
RC. Residential Academic
RE. Retail (ground floor only)
RO. Residential Short Stay

SUPERLOT
N-07

DESCRIPTION

TYPOLOGIES

Area: 		
5,348 m²
Main Use:
Residential (short stay)
Secondary uses: Retail (ground floor)
		Residential (academic)
Neighbourhood: North

2

ENVIRONMENT and
infrastructure
•

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
Setbacks:
Ground Floor:
		
		
Upper floors:
		

•

No setback to northern
and southern boundaries;
3m to main street
No setback to western
and southern boundaries

maximum Heights:
Ground Floor:
Upper Floors:

1 levels
4 levels

•

•

Maximum GFA:
23,000 m²

•

expected Yield:
Short Stay Apts
Academic Apts

165
235

maximum Site Coverage:
Ground Floor:
Upper Floors:

100%
50%

•

Opportunity to deliver a green
roof on podium as identified
in the master plan
Propose new Pinus pinasta stands
to entry and utilise opportunity
to enhance biodiversity corridors
as identified in the master plan
High efficiency water appliances
and efficient irrigation
practices to be included
All buildings to collect clean
rainwater run-off and install
pipework under street network
to centralised rainwater tanks
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan

OPEN SPACE
Function:
Passive recreation for residents

Minimum Frontage:

•

90% on north, west and south boundaries

elements:

park requirements:

•

Apartment:
1 bay per apartment
General use:
Bentley-Curtin 		
		
parking cap applies.
		
Refer master plan. 		
		
Subject to negotiation
on pursuit of project
		
		
opportunity and relevant
		planning policy.

•

One (1) public access way
along eastern boundary
50% of roof area to be allocated
to green roofs for environmental
and amenity purposes, as
identified in the master plan

Facilities:
•

Roof gardens

Height and
Massing

4 Levels

Section A-a

Superlot boundary
Maximum 4 storeys
Green roof opportunity

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
Public access way
East/West Link Covered
Arcade/covered walkway
Activated frontage at ground level
Strong visual/physical relationship
Prominent corner
Living Stream

context and contribution
to the master plan
•

•

•

•
•
•

Together with N-06, acts
as a northern gateway
Frames Main Street and
the Northern Square
Key focus for academic
residential accommodation
Key retail destination
Key retail frontage to Main Street
Respects and addresses future
teaching and learning building 410
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
Living Stream
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A

Land Use Activity
AC. Academic

16453

57818

75

79496

3,268 sqm

83
6

15668

SUPERLOT
N-08

TYPOLOGIES

DESCRIPTION
Area: 		
Main Use:
Secondary uses:
Neighbourhood:

n/a

3,268 m²
Academic
Retail
North

ENVIRONMENT and
Infrastructure

Min 90% Frontage

•

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS

•

Setbacks:
No setback to southern and western boundary
100%

Heights:
4 levels

•

Min 90% Frontage

Maximum GFA:

Min 90% Frontage

•

13,100 m²

expected Yield:
n/a

•

maximum Site Coverage:
100%

OPEN SPACE

Minimum Frontage:
90% on northern, southern
and western boundary

Car park:

Green roof opportunity
High efficiency water appliances
and efficient
No Setback irrigation
practices to be included
Levels
All buildings
to collect clean
4
%
Site Coverage
rainwater
run-off and install
pipework under street network
to centralised rainwater tanks
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan

4 Levels

General use:
Bentley-Curtin 		
		
parking cap applies.
		
Refer master plan. 		
		
Subject to negotiation
		
on pursuit of project
		
opportunity and relevant
		planning policy.

Function:
•

Passive recreation

elements:
•

•

One (1) public access way
along western boundary
50% of roof area to be allocated
to green roofs for environmental
and amenity purposes, as
identified in the master plan

Facilities:
•

Roof gardens

Height and
Massing

4 Levels

Section A-a

Superlot boundary
Maximum 4 storeys

A

Green roof opportunity

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
Public access way covered
Strong visual/physical relationship
East/West Link covered

context and contribution
to the master plan
•

•

Key focus for academic uses,
complementing the academic
and health related activities
in the neighbourhood
Respects and addresses future
teaching and learning building 410,
adjacent park and future health
related activities to the north
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
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A

Land Use Activity
CO. Community Space

55460

3,390 sqm

55460

61201

61201

SUPERLOT
N-09

DESCRIPTION

TYPOLOGIES

Area: 		
3,390 m²
Main Use:
Community 		
		(sport/recreation)
Secondary uses: Central Energy Plant
Neighbourhood: North

n/a

ENVIRONMENT and
Infrastructure
•

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
Setbacks:

•

To match existing stadium

maximum Height:
Height and scale to match existing stadium

Maximum GFA:

100%

•

•

3,400 m²

expected Yield:

High efficiency water appliances
and efficient irrigation
practices to be included
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
Inclusion of a Central
Energy Plant
Levels (CEP)
General infrastructure
to be provided
1
%
Sitethe
Coverage
as identified
in
master plan

OPEN SPACE

–

Function:

maximum Site Coverage:

•

100%

Active recreation for community use

elements:

Minimum Frontage:

•

–

parking requirements:
Car parking allocation and arrangements
subject to negotiation on pursuit
of project opportunity.
1 Level

Two (2) multi-purpose, roof-top
hard courts for community sports

Facilities:
•

Multi-purpose indoor and
roof-top hard courts suitable
for tennis or netball

1 Level

Height and
Massing

Section A-a

Superlot boundary
Maximum 1 storey

61

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Arcade/awning
Strong visual/physical relationship
Prominent corner

context and contribution
to the master plan
•

•

•

Accommodates the future
expansion of Curtin Stadium’s
indoor sport facilities
Respects and addresses key
green space and outdoor
recreation facilities
Accommodates a future
Central Energy Plant
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
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Land Use Activity
CO. Community Space

11801

37181

37181

439 sqm

11801

SUPERLOT
N-10

DESCRIPTION

TYPOLOGIES

Area: 		
439 m²
Main Use:
Community 		
		(sport/recreation)
Secondary uses: –
Neighbourhood: North

9

ENVIRONMENT and
infrastructure
•

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
Setbacks:
•

Building must address
adjacent sporting field

•
100%

maximum Height:

•

1 level

Maximum GFA:
440 m²

•

expected Yield:
–

Utilise opportunity to enhance
biodiversity corridors as
identified in the master plan
and retain Pinus pinasta trees
High efficiency water appliances
and efficient irrigation
practices to be included
Collection
of full wastewater from
Levels
1
all buildings
and the installation
Site Coverage
of a%third
pipe reuse network
General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan

OPEN SPACE

maximum Site Coverage:

Function:

100%

•

Minimum Frontage:

n/a

elements:

–

•

parking requirements:
Car parking allocation and arrangements
subject to negotiation on pursuit
of project opportunity.
1 Level

n/a

Facilities:
•

n/a

Height and
Massing

1 Level

Section A-a

Superlot boundary
Maximum 1 storey

63

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Arcade/awning
Strong visual/physical relationship

context and contribution
to the master plan
•

Accommodates facilities
for formal recreation and
community sporting clubs
Superlot boundary
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
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Land Use Activity
CO. Community Space

SUPERLOT
N-11

DESCRIPTION

TYPOLOGIES

Area: 		
530 m²
Main Use:
Community 		
		(sport/recreation)
Secondary uses: –
Neighbourhood: North

9

ENVIRONMENT and
infrastructure
•

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
setbacks:
•

Building must address
adjacent sporting fields

•

maximum Height:
1 level

•

Maximum GFA:
440 m²

expected Yield:

•

–

Utilise opportunity to enhance
biodiversity corridors as
identified in the master plan
and retain Pinus pinasta trees
to Kent street where possible
High efficiency water appliances
and efficient irrigation
practices to be included
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan

maximum Site Coverage:

OPEN SPACE

100%

Function:

Minimum Frontage:

•

–

elements:

parking requirements:

•

Car parking allocation and arrangements
subject to negotiation on pursuit
of project opportunity.

Facilities:
•

n/a
n/a
n/a

Height and
Massing

Section A-a

Superlot boundary
Maximum 1 storey

65

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Arcade/awning
Strong visual/physical relationship

context and contribution
•

Accommodates facilities
for formal recreation and
community sporting clubs
Superlot boundary
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
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Land Use Activity
CO. Community Space

558

20000

20000

37890

37890

SUPERLOT
N-12

DESCRIPTION
Area: 		
Main Use:
Secondary uses:
Neighbourhood:

TYPOLOGIES
752 m²
Community
Retail
North

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
Setbacks:

9

ENVIRONMENTAL
•

INFRASTRUCTURE
•

n/a

maximum Height:
4 levels
•
100%

Maximum GFA:
3,000 m²

n/a

•

expected Yield:

Building to collect clean
rainwater run-off and install
pipework under street network
to centralised rainwater tanks
High efficiency water
appliances to be included
General infrastructure
Levels to be provided
4
as identified in the master
plan
%

n/a

maximum Site Coverage:
100%

OPEN SPACE
Function:
•

Minimum Frontage:

n/a

elements:

n/a

•

Car park:
Car parking allocation and arrangements
subject to negotiation on pursuit
of project opportunity.
4 Levels

n/a

Facilities:
•

n/a

Site Coverage

Height and
Massing

4 Levels

Section A-a

Superlot boundary
Maximum 4 storeys

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
Public access way
Arcade/covered walkway
Activated frontage at ground level
Strong visual/physical relationship
Prominent corner

context and contribution
to the master plan
•

•

•
•

Together with N-13, acts as a
southern gateway to Northern
Square and transit interchange
Frames Main Street, Northern
Square and Curtin Dome
Focus for community facilities
Provides retail frontage to Main Street
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
Living Stream
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A

Land Use Activity
AC. Academic
RC. Residential Academic
RE. Retail (ground floor only)
OF. Office/Commercial
TC. Transport Car Park

43528
23423

74795

114228

137651

11,315 sqm

74795

SUPERLOT
N-13

43528

DESCRIPTION

TYPOLOGIES

Area: 		
11,315 m²
Main Use:
Residential (academic)
Secondary uses: Commercial (office)
		Car Parking
North
Neighbourhood:
Min 90% Frontage

4A and 4B

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
Setbacks:
Ground floor:
Upper floors:

50%
80%

3m
No Setback

ENVIRONMENT and
infrastructure
•

•

•

maximum Height:
Central: 		
Remainder:

10 Levels
4 Levels

•

Maximum GFA:
43,000 m²

expected Yield:
Apartments:

350

•
10 Levels

maximum Site Coverage:
Levels 1-4:
Upper levels:

80%
50%

Minimum Frontage:
90% along main street

parking requirements:
Apartments:
1 bay per apartment
Commercial and/			
or General use:
Bentley-Curtin 		
		
parking cap applies.
		
Refer master plan. 		
		
Subject to negotiation
		
on pursuit of project
		
opportunity and relevant
		planning policy.

•

•

Provision of end-of-trip
facilities for cyclists
No Setback
Green roof
and biodiversity
3m Setback on Ground Floor (Arcade)
corridor
Levels opportunity as
10
identified
in the master plan
4
%
Provision
of large
PV system on
Site Coverage
levels 5-10
%
Site Coverage up to level 4
transport car parks and solar
hotwater systems for showers
on apartment buildings
Selected buildings to collect
clean rainwater run-off and install
pipework under street network
to centralised rainwater tanks
High efficiency water appliances
and efficient irrigation
4 Levels
practices to be included
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan

OPEN SPACE
Function:
•

Strong north-south landscape link

elements:
•
•

One (1) public access way
50% of roof area to be allocated
to green roofs for environmental
and amenity purposes, as
identified in the master plan

facilities:
•

n/a

10 Levels

main
street

4 Levels

Height and
Massing

Section A-a

Superlot boundary
Maximum 10 storeys
Maximum 4 storeys
Green roof opportunity

A

key urban design
instructions

in

ma

Superlot boundary

t

st

e
re

Key link/space
Point of access
Public access way uncovered
East/West Link covered
Arcade/covered walkway
Activated frontage at ground level
Strong visual/physical relationship
Prominent corner

context and contribution
to the master plan
•

•

•

•

Together with Superlot N-12,
defines a southern gateway
Frames Main Street, Northern
Square and Curtin Dome
Key focus for academic
residential accommodation
Key commercial and retail
address to Main Street
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
Living Stream
Bicycle end-of-trip facility
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A

Land Use Activity
CO. Community Space

2

620 sqm

30945

24461

2324

22319

SUPERLOT
N-14

DESCRIPTION
Area: 		
Main Use:
		
Secondary uses:
Neighbourhood:

TYPOLOGIES
620 m²
Community 		
(bicycle end-of-trip facilities)
–
North

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS

n/a

ENVIRONMENT and
INFRASTRUCTURE
•

•

Setbacks:
Northern boundary: No setback
Eastern boundary: 5m

100%

maximum Height:

OPEN SPACE

1 Level

Function:

Maximum GFA:

N/S landscape link

620 m²

elements:

expected Yield:

•

n/a

n/a

Facilities:

maximum Site Coverage:

•

100%

Minimum Frontage:
n/a

parking requirements:

•

Provision of end-of-trip
facilities for cyclists
No Setback
5m Setback
High efficiency water
Levels
appliances to be included
1
general infrastructure
to be provided
%
Site Coverage
as identified in the master plan

1 Level

Car parking allocation and arrangements subject
to negotiation on pursuit of project opportunity.

n/a

Height and
Massing

1 Level

Section A-a

Superlot boundary

71

Maximum 1 storey

3.0

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
East/West Link uncovered
Strong visual/physical relationship

context and contribution
to the master plan
•
•

Focus for community facilities
Respects and addresses the
adjacent Central Energy Plant
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
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A

Land Use Activity
AC. Academic
TC. Transport Car Park

21000

21000

3,266 sqm

6
7301

69877

26736

31311

SUPERLOT
N-15

16606

DESCRIPTION
Area: 		
Main Use:
Secondary uses:
Neighbourhood:

TYPOLOGIES
3,266 m²
Car parking
Academic
North

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
Setbacks:

4A

ENVIRONMENT and
INFRASTRUCTURE
•

•

No setback to south boundary
•

maximum Height:
South: 		
North: 		

5 levels
4 levels

100%

•

Maximum GFA:
12,700 m²

expected Yield:
n/a

maximum Site Coverage:
100%

Minimum Frontage:
100% along south boundary

parking requirements:
Commercial and/			
or General use:
Bentley-Curtin 		
		
parking cap applies.
5 Levels
4 Levels
		
Refer master plan. 		
		
Subject to negotiation
		
on pursuit of project
		
opportunity and relevant
		planning policy.

High efficiency water
appliances to be included
Provision of large PV system
on transport car park
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
No Setback
Infrastructure
to be provided as
identified in the master plan

Levels

5

OPEN4 SPACE
%
Site Coverage
Function:

•

n/a

elements:
•

n/a

facilities:
•

n/a

5 Levels

4 Levels

Height and
Massing
Superlot boundary

Section A-a
A

Maximum 5 storeys

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
East/West link uncovered
Strong visual/physical relationship

context and contribution
TO THE MASTER PLAN
•
•

Provides an address to Hayman Road
Is a strategic location for
commercial and academic parking
and cycle end-of-trip facilities
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
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Maximum 4 storeys

Land Use Activity
CO. Community Space
RA. Residential Apartment
RC. Residential Academic
TC. Transport Car Park

SUPERLOT
C-01

DESCRIPTION

TYPOLOGIES

Area: 		
16,037 m²
Main Use:
Residential (apartment)
Secondary uses: Residential (academic)
		Car parking
		Community
Neighbourhood: Central

4A and 5

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
Setbacks:
Ground, 1st floor:
		
		
Upper floors:
		

•

•

•

No setback to northern
and western boundary
and public access way
5m to western boundary
(3rd level and above)

MAXIMUM Heights:
West: 		
East: 		

ENVIRONMENT and
infrastructure

•

•

12 levels
6 levels

Maximum GFA:

•

60,400 m²

EXPECTED Yield:
Apartments:
Academic apts:

190
140

•

Opportunity to deliver a green roof
as identified in the master plan
Propose Pinus pinasta stands to
entry as directed in the master plan
High efficiency water
appliances to be included
Select buildings to collect clean
rainwater run-off and install
pipework under street network
to centralised rainwater tanks
Provision of large PV system on
transport car parks and solar
hotwater systems for showers
on apartment buildings
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan

maximum Site Coverage:

OPEN SPACE

Ground Floor:
80%
Upper Floors:
50% (western side)
		85% (remainder)

Function:

Minimum Frontage:

Elements:

–

•
•

•

Passive recreation for residents
strong east-west landscape links
One (1) pocket park
One (1) public access way (paved)
50% of roof area to be allocated
to green roofs for environmental
and amenity purposes, as
identified in the master plan

parkING REQUIREMENTS:

•

Apartments:
1 bay per apartment
Commercial and/			
or General use:
Bentley-Curtin 		
parking cap applies.
		
		
Refer master plan. 		
		
Subject to negotiation
		
on pursuit of project
		
opportunity and relevant
		planning policy.

Facilities:

•

•
•
•
•
•

Bench-table set
Small play area
BBQ area
Roof gardens
Public art

Height and
Massing
Superlot boundary
Maximum 13 storeys
Section A-a

Maximum 6 storeys

A

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
Public access way
East/West link covered
Strong visual/physical relationship
Prominent corner
Access points using just
‘Curtin delivered’ streets
Biodiversity corridor contribution

context and contribution
TO THE MASTER PLAN
•
•
•

•

•

•

Defines a western gateway
Frames Living Stream and Central Park
Provides a filtered urban edge
and address to Kent Street
Respects established biodiversity
corridors to the west
Focus for a range of residential
accommodation and
community facilities
Strategic location for commercial
and academic parking.
Superlot boundary
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
Living Stream
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Green roof opportunity

Land Use Activity
CO. Community Space
RE. Retail (ground floor only)
OF. Office/Commercial

53170

63495

47

57

1

130657

8

4
271

7,876 sqm

40137

SUPERLOT
C-02

DESCRIPTION

TYPOLOGIES

Area: 		
7,876 m²
Main Use:
Community
Secondary uses: Retail
		Commercial (office)
Neighbourhood: Central

3

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS

ENVIRONMENT and
INFRASTRUCTURE
•

•

Setbacks:
Ground, 1st floor: No setback to
		
western and
		southern boundary
Upper
floors:
3m to southern
Min 90% Frontage
		boundary60%

•

•

MAXIMUM Height:
West: 		
South: 		
Remainder:

6 levels
4 levels
2 levels

•

OPEN SPACE

Maximum GFA:
17,000 m²

EXPECTED Yield:

High efficiency water
appliances to be included
All buildings to collect
clean rainwater run-off
Precinct underground centralised
rainwater tank and pipework
to be positioned under the
No Setback
street/pedestrian network
Collection of full
wastewater from
Levels
all buildings and the
installation
6
of a third pipe reuse
network
4
2
General infrastructure
to be provided
Coverage
as identified in%theSite
master
plan

Min 80% Frontage

n/a

maximum Site Coverage:
60%

Minimum Frontage:
90% along western and southern boundary

Function:
•
•

Outdoor learning spaces
Strong north-south and eastwest landscape links

elements:
•

•

One (1) urban plaza/
outdoor learning space
Two (2) pocket parks
Four (4) public access ways

parkING REQUIREMENTS:

•

Commercial and/			
6 Levels
or general use:
Bentley-Curtin 		
		
parking cap applies.
		
Refer master plan. 		
		
Subject to negotiation
		
on pursuit of project
opportunity and relevant
		
		planning policy.

Facilities:
•
2 Levels
•

Bench-table set
Wi-fi connectivity

Height and
Massing

6 Levels
2 Levels

living
stream

Superlot boundary

Section A-a

Maximum 6 storeys
Maximum 4 storeys
Maximum 2 storeys

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
East/West link covered
Strong visual/physical relationship
Living Stream

context and contribution
to the master plan
•
•

•

Frames Living Stream
Focus for a range of commercial
and community activities
Strategic location for outdoor
learning laboratories.

Superlot boundary
Key streets/spaces
Living Stream
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A

Land Use Activity
CO. Community Space
RE. Retail (ground floor only)
RH. Residential Hotel
OF. Office/Commercial
17545

110417

12
59
36

20238

30876

10000
43103

20000

10000

20000

14,284 sqm

83550

SUPERLOT
C-03
Max 60% Frontage

25000

DESCRIPTION

TYPOLOGIES

Area: 		
14,284 m²
Main Use:
Community
Secondary uses: Retail
		
Commercial (office)
		Residential (hotel)
Neighbourhood: Central Min 90% Frontage

3 and 4B

ENVIRONMENT and
Infrastructure
•

•

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
60%
Setbacks:

Ground, 1st floor:
		
		
Upper floors:

No setback to
eastern
Minboundary
90% Frontage and
90% Frontage
publicMin
access
way
3m to public access way

•

•

maximum Height:
East: 		
public access way:
Northwest:
Southeast:

6 levels
4 levels
2 levels
15 levels

•

OPEN SPACE

Min 90% Frontage

Maximum GFA:

Function:

44,100 m²

•

expected Yield:
Hotel rooms:

High efficiency water
appliances to be included
All buildings to collect clean
rainwater run-off and install
No Setback
pipework
under street network
3m Setback on Ground Floor (Arcade)
to centralised
rainwater tanks
5m Setback Upper Floors
inclusion
of
a
Central
Energy Plant
Levels
(CEP)15as indicated on master plan
8
Collection
of full wastewater from
6
all buildings
and the installation
4
of a third
pipe
reuse network
2
0 (Public
Access)
General
infrastructure
to be provided
%
Site Coverage
as identified in the master plan

285

•
15 Levels

Passive recreation/social gathering
Strong north-south and east‑west
landscape links

maximum Site Coverage:

elements:

60%

•
4 Levels

Minimum Frontage:
90% along east boundary and public access way

parking requirements:
Commercial and/			
or general use:
Bentley-Curtin 		
		
parking cap applies.
		
Refer master plan. 		
		
Subject to negotiation
on pursuit of project
		
		
opportunity and relevant
		planning policy.

•

One (1) urban plaza
One (1) public access
way (landscaped)

Facilities:
•
•
•

Bench-table set
Public art
BBQ area

Height and
Massing

15 Levels

Superlot boundary

4 Levels

Maximum 15 storeys

Section A-a

Maximum 8 storeys
Maximum 6 storeys
Maximum 2 storeys

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
East/West link covered
Arcade/covered walkway
Strong visual/physical relationship
Prominent corner

context and contribution
to the master plan
•

•

•

•

•

Defines a northern gateway
to Central Park
Frames Living Stream
and Central Park
Focus for commercial and
community activities
Key commercial and retail
address to Main Street
Strategic location for a
landmark building (hotel).
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
Living Stream
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Maximum 4 storeys

Land Use Activity
AC. Academic
RE. Retail (ground floor only)
OF. Office/Commercial

44834

8,828 sqm
110417

139403

28986

23345

68179

SUPERLOT
C-04

DESCRIPTION

TYPOLOGIES

Area: 		
8,828 m²
Main Use:
Academic
		Commercial (office)
Secondary uses: Retail
Neighbourhood: Central

4A and 4B

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
Setbacks:
Ground floor:
3m to Main Street
Min 90% Frontage
Upper floors:
No setback to
		northern boundary

maximum Height:

65%

Tower: 		
8 levels
Main Street:
6 levels
Remainder:
4 levels
Rooftop of building on northeastern
boundary must allow for a pedestrian
connection to Superlot C-05

ENVIRONMENT and
infrastructure
Opportunity to deliver a green roof
as identified in the master plan
• High efficiency water
Connection to superlot
appliances to be included
A05 at roof level
• Select buildings to collect
clean rainwater run-off
• Precinct underground centralised
rainwater tank and pipework
to be positioned under the
No Setback
street/pedestrian
network
3m Setback on Ground Floor (Arcade)
• Collection
Levels
of full wastewater from
8
all buildings
and the installation
6
of a third 3pipe reuse network
% infrastructure
• General
Site Coverage
to be provided
as identified in the master plan

Maximum GFA:

•

30,400 m²

OPEN SPACE

expected Yield:

Function:

n/a

•

maximum Site Coverage:
65%

•

8 Levels
3 Levels

Minimum Frontage:
90% along Main Street

Car parking requirements:
Commercial and/			
or general use:
Bentley-Curtin 		
		
parking cap applies.
		
Refer master plan. 		
		
Subject to negotiation
on pursuit of project
		
		
opportunity and relevant
		planning policy.

Passive recreation
Strong north-south and eastwest landscaped links
6 Levels

elements:
•
•

•

•

Two (2) public access ways
One (1) urban plaza/
outdoor learning space
One (1) ‘grand balcony’ (publicly
accessible roof garden – at
same level as existing Corso)
One (1) aerial walkway connecting
Corso to roof garden

facilities:
•
•
•

Roof gardens
Kiosk(s) (bars, cafes, etc.)
Wi-fi connectivity

8 Levels

6 Levels

3 Levels

Height and
Massing
Superlot boundary

Section A-a

Maximum 8 storeys
Maximum 6 storeys
A

Maximum 3 storeys

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Public access way
East/West link covered
Arcade/covered walkway
Strong visual/physical relationship

context and contribution
to the master plan
•

•

•

Defines a northern gateway
to Central Park
Focus for commercial and
academic activities
Key commercial and retail
address to Main Street.
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
Living Stream
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Green roof opportunity

Land Use Activity
CO. Community Space
RE. Retail (ground floor only)
RS. Residential Students

35361

117963

64208

99570

7,868 sqm

57091

SUPERLOT
C-05

60873

DESCRIPTION

TYPOLOGIES

Area: 		
7,868 m²
Main Use:
Residential (student)
Secondary uses: Retail
		Community
		
(bicycle end-of-trip facility)
Neighbourhood: Central

3 and 4A

ENVIRONMENT and
InFRASTRUCTURE

Opportunity to deliver a green roof
as identified in the master plan
Min 90% Frontage
• High efficiency water
BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
appliances to be included
Proposed Connection
with superlot A04
•
Connection
to
Select buildings to collect clean
Setbacks:superlot A04 at
Min 90% Frontage
Setback
roof level
rainwater run-offNoand
install
Ground floor:
No setbackto 		
Levels
pipework
under
street
network
60%
		northern boundary
3
to
centralised
rainwater
tanks
No setback to northern and
Upper floors:
%
Site Coverage
Proposed Ground
•
Collection
of
full
wastewater
from
		eastern boundaries
Floor Connection
all buildings and the installation
maximum Height:
of a third pipe reuse network
3 levels
• General infrastructure to be provided
Rooftop of building on northwestern
as identified in the master plan
boundary must allow for a pedestrian
connection with Superlot C-04
•

OPEN SPACE

Maximum GFA:

Function:

13,000 m²

•

expected Yield:
Student units:

245

3 Levels

•

A functional and flexible space 		
for small to medium scale events
Passive recreation

maximum Site Coverage:

elements:

60%

•

Minimum Frontage:
90% along northern and eastern
boundary (excluding ground floor)

Proposed Connection

•

•

Car parking requirements:
Student Housing 1 bay per 		
		5 students

Two (2) public access ways
One (1) ‘grand balcony’ (publicly
accessible roof garden – at
same level as existing Corso)
One (1) aerial walkway connecting
Corso to roof garden

Facilities:
•

Wi-fi connectivity

3 Levels
Proposed Connection

Section A-a

Height and
Massing
Superlot boundary
Maximum 3 storeys
Green roof opportunity

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
Public access way covered
Arcade/covered walkway
Strong visual/physical relationship

context and contribution
to the master plan
•

•

•
•

Focus for student residential
accommodation and community
facilities, bringing life into the
heart of the academic core
Retail at ground level supports
student population
Addresses the Corso
Strategic location for outdoor
learning laboratories.
Superlot boundary
Key streets/spaces
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A

Land Use Activity
CO. Community Space
RA. Residential Apartment

SUPERLOT
C-06

DESCRIPTION
Area: 		
Main Use:
Secondary uses:
Neighbourhood:

TYPOLOGIES
8,738 m²
Residential (academic)
Community
Central

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS

3 and 5

ENVIRONMENT and
Infrastructure
•

Setbacks:
Ground, 1st floor:
		
		
Upper floors:
		

No setback to southern
boundary and to
public access way
5m to western boundary
(3rd level and above)

maximum Height:
West:
Northeast:
Southeast:

13 levels
8 levels
4 levels

Maximum GFA:

•

•

•

•

36,900 m²

expected Yield:
Apartments:

355

maximum Site Coverage:
Ground Floor:
100% (west)
		60% (remainder)
Upper Floors:
60%

Minimum Frontage:

•

OPEN SPACE
Function:
•
•

90% along public access way

parking requirements:
Apartments:

1 bay per apartment

Utilise opportunity to enhance
biodiversity corridors as
identified in the master plan
and retain Pinus pinasta trees
Large scale solar hotwater system
for showers to be provided
on residential buildings
High efficiency water
appliances to be included
All buildings to collect clean
rainwater run-off and install
pipework under street network
to centralised rainwater tanks
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
Infrastructure to be provided as
identified in the master plan

Passive recreation for residents
Strong east-west pedestrian
and cycle links

elements:
•
•
•

Two (2) public access ways
Two (2) courtyards
50% of roof area to be allocated
to green roofs for environmental
and amenity purposes, as
identified in the master plan

Facilities:
•
•
•
•

Bench-table set
BBQ area
Small play area
Roof gardens

Height and
Massing
Superlot boundary
Maximum 13 storeys

Section A-a
A

Maximum 8 storeys

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
East/West link covered
Strong visual/physical relationship
Prominent corner
Living Stream

context and contribution
to the master plan
•
•

•

•

•

Defines a western gateway
Frames Living Stream
and Central Park
Provides a filtered urban edge
and address to Kent Street
Respects established biodiversity
corridors to the west
Focus for a range of
residential accommodation
and community facilities
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
Living Stream
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Maximum 4 storeys

Land Use Activity
CO. Community Space
RC. Residential Academic
RE. Retail (ground floor only)
OF. Office/Commercial

43103
55225
45309

25000

14100

38241

61295

50540

Mandatory
Public
Access

61295

14100

27541

67692

23,530 sqm

134090

SUPERLOT
C-07

TC. Transport Car Park

25000

30637

134090

25000

DESCRIPTION

ENVIRONMENT and
infrastructure

Area: 		
23,530 m²
Main Use:
Residential (academic)
Secondary uses: Commercial (office)
		Community
		Retail
Min 90% Frontage
Neighbourhood: Central

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
Setbacks:
No setbackto Main Street andMinpublic
access way
90% Frontage

maximum Height:
Northeast:
Southeast:
80%
Northwest:
Southwest:

Min 90% Frontage

13 levels
6 Levels
5 Levels
4 levels

Levels

Min 90% Frontage

Maximum GFA:

%

84,600 m²

expected Yield:
Apartments:

310

Provision of end-of-trip
facilities for cyclists
• Opportunity to deliver a green roof
as identified in the master plan
• Select buildings to collect
clean rainwater run-off
• Precinct underground centralised
rainwater tank and pipework
to be positioned under the
No Setback
street/pedestrian network
3m Setback on Ground Floor (Arcade)
• High efficiency water
13 appliances to be included
6
• inclusion of a Central Energy Plant
5
(CEP) as indicated on master plan
4
Collection
of full wastewater from
0•(Public
Access)
Site Coverage
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
• Infrastructure to be provided as
identified in the master plan
•

maximum Site Coverage:

OPEN SPACE

80%

Function:

Minimum Frontage:
90% along Main Street and public access way
6 Levels
parking
requirements:

Apartments:
1 bay per apartment
Commercial and/			
or general use:
Bentley-Curtin 		
		
parking cap applies.
		
Refer master plan. 		
Subject to negotiation
		
		
on pursuit of project
		
opportunity and relevant
		planning policy.

•
13 Levels

•

•

Passive recreation
A functional and flexible space
for small to medium scale events
Strong north-south and east-west links

elements:
•
•
•
•
•

Three (3) public access ways
One (1) urban plaza
Two (2) courtyards
Two (2) East/West Links
50% of roof area to be allocated
to green roofs for environmental
and amenity purposes, as
identified in the master plan

TYPOLOGIES

Facilities:

3 and 4A

•
•

Roof gardens
Wi-fi connectivity

13 Levels

Height and
Massing

6 Levels

Section A-a

Superlot boundary
Maximum 13 storeys
A

Maximum 6 storeys
Maximum 5 storey

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
Public access way
East/West link covered
Arcade/covered walkway
Strong visual/physical relationship
Prominent corner
Living Stream

context and contribution
to the master plan
•

•
•

•

•

Defines a southern gateway
to Central Park
Frames Living Stream and Central Park
Focus for residential, commercial
and community activities
Key commercial and retail
address to Main Street
Strategic location for a landmark
building (commercial tower),
commercial and academic parking
and outdoor learning laboratories.
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
Living Stream
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Maximum 4 storeys

Land Use Activity
RC. Residential Academic

3,338 sqm

36833

387
17

85004

96933

SUPERLOT
C-08

DESCRIPTION
Area: 		
Main Use:
Secondary uses:
Neighbourhood:

TYPOLOGIES
3,338 m²
Residential (academic)
Community
Central

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS

4A

ENVIRONMENT and
infrastructure
•

Setbacks:
No setbackto northern boundary
•

maximum Height:
6 levels

•

Maximum GFA:
12,750 m²

70%

Residential Yield:
Apartments:

•

213

maximum Site Coverage:

•

70%

Minimum Frontage:
n/a

parking requirements:
Apartments:

1 bay per apartment

OPEN SPACE
Function:
•

Passive recreation for residents

elements:
•

6 Levels

Utilise opportunity to enhance
biodiversity corridors as
identified in the master plan
and retain Pinus pinasta trees
Opportunity to deliver a green roof
as identified in the master plan
Provision of large scale solar
hot water system for showers
on apartment building
Levels of full wastewater from
Collection
6 and the installation
all buildings
%
Site Coverage
of a third
pipe
reuse network
General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan

•

50% of roof area to be allocated
to green roofs for environmental
and amenity purposes, as
identified in the master plan
One (1) public access way

Facilities:
•

Roof garden

Height and
Massing

6 Levels

Superlot boundary

Section A-a

Maximum 6 storeys
Green roof opportunity

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
Strong visual/physical relationship
Prominent corner
Biodiversity corridor contribution
Living Stream

context and contribution
to the master plan
•
•

•

•

•

Defines a western gateway
Frames Living Stream and
formal recreation
Provides a filtered urban edge
and address to Kent Street
Respects established biodiversity
corridors to the west
Focus for a range of residential
accommodation and
community facilities.
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
Living Stream
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A

Land Use Activity
RE. Retail (ground floor only)
OF. Office/Commercial

159090

36833

5,860 sqm

159090

SUPERLOT
C-09

DESCRIPTION
Area: 		
Main Use:
Secondary uses:
Neighbourhood:

TYPOLOGIES
5,860 m²
Commercial (office)
Retail
Central

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
Setbacks:

4A and 4B

ENVIRONMENT and
Infrastructure

Min 90% Frontage

•

80%

No setbackto northern
and eastern boundary

•

maximum Height:
6 levels

•

Maximum GFA:
24,700 m²

OPEN SPACE

expected Yield:

Function:

n/a

maximum Site Coverage:
80%

All buildings to collect clean
No Setback run-off and install
rainwater
3m Setback on Ground Floor (Arcade)
pipework
under street network
Levels
6
to centralised
rainwater tanks
%
Site Coverage
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan

6 Levels

Minimum Frontage:
90% along northern and eastern boundary

•
•

Passive recreation for residents
Strong north-south landscape links

elements:
•
•

One (1) pocket park
One (1) public access way
One (1) north-south landscape link

parking requirements:

•

Commercial and/			
or general use:
Bentley-Curtin 		
		
parking cap applies.
		
Refer master plan. 		
		
Subject to negotiation
		
on pursuit of project
		
opportunity and relevant
		planning policy.

facilities:
•

n/a

Height and
Massing

6 Levels

Section A-a

Superlot boundary
Maximum 6 storeys

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
Public access way uncovered
Arcade/covered walkway
Strong visual/physical relationship
Living Stream

context and contribution
to the master plan
•

•
•

Frames Living Stream and
formal recreation
Focus for commercial activities
Commercial and retail
address to Main Street.
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Living Stream
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A

Land Use Activity
AC. Academic
RE. Retail (ground floor only)
OF. Office/Commercial

14113

14113

29528

17455

29528

66436

117728
26914 10000

26914 10000

117728

13,643 sqm

83891

SUPERLOT
C-10

DESCRIPTION

TYPOLOGIES

Area: 		
13,643 m²
Main Use:
Academic
Secondary uses: Commercial (office)
Min 90% Frontage
		Retail
Neighbourhood: Central 100%

3 and 4A

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS

ENVIRONMENT and
Infrastructure
•

•

Setbacks:
Min 90% Frontage

Ground floor:
3m
Upper floors:
No setback
50% to Main Street,
		
western and southern
		boundary
Min 90% Frontage
maximum
Height:

%

Site Coverage

OPEN SPACE
Function:

6 levels
100%

Maximum GFA:

•

Opportunity to deliver a green roof
as identified in the master plan
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
No Setback
of a third pipe
reuse network
3m Setback on Ground Floor (Arcade)
GeneralLevels
infrastructure to be provided
6
as identified
in the master plan
0 (Public Access)

•
•

47,200 m²

•

expected Yield:

Performance space
Outdoor learning spaces
Strong north-south and eastwest landscape links

n/a

elements:

maximum Site Coverage:

•

North and south:
Central:		

•

100%
50%

Minimum Frontage:
90% along western and southern boundary

•

•

6 Levels

parking requirements:
Commercial and/			
or general use:
Bentley-Curtin 		
		
parking cap applies.
		
Refer master plan. 		
		
Subject to negotiation
		
on pursuit of project
		
opportunity and relevant
		planning policy.

Two (2) public access ways
One (1) courtyard
One (1) urban plaza/outdoor
learning space
50% of roof area to be allocated
to green roofs for environmental
and amenity purposes, as
identified in the master plan

Facilities:
•
•
•
•

Ampitheatre
Bench-table set
BBQ area
Wi-fi connectivity

Height and
Massing

6 Levels

Superlot boundary

Section A-a

Maximum 6 storeys
Green roof opportunity

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
East/West link uncovered
East/West link covered
Arcade/covered walkway
Strong visual/physical relationship

context and contribution
to the master plan
•
•

•

•

Frames Main Street
Key focus for commercial
and academic activities
Key commercial and retail
address to Main Street
Strategic location for outdoor
performance spaces and
learning laboratories.
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
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100
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A

Land Use Activity
AC. Academic

2,506 sqm

1
25
35

27000

81501

104164

SUPERLOT
C-11

DESCRIPTION
Area: 		
Main Use:
Secondary uses:
Neighbourhood:

TYPOLOGIES
2,506 m²
Academic
–
Central

4A
No Setback
100%

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
Setbacks:

ENVIRONMENT
and
Levels
6
Infrastructure
•

•

No setback to south boundary

maximum Height:
6 levels

•

Maximum GFA:
13,200 m²

expected Yield:

•

n/a

%

maximum Site Coverage:

OPEN SPACE

100%

Function:

Minimum Frontage:

•

90% along south boundary
6 Levels

elements:

parking requirements:
Commercial and/			
or general use:
Bentley-Curtin 		
		
parking cap applies.
		
Refer master plan. 		
		
Subject to negotiation
		
on pursuit of project
		
opportunity and relevant
		planning policy.

•

Passive recreation
50% of roof area to be allocated
to green roofs for environmental
and amenity purposes, as
identified in the master plan

Facilities:
•

Site Coverage

Opportunity to deliver a green roof
as identified in the master plan
Utilise opportunity to enhance
biodiversity corridors as
identified in the master plan and
retain Pinus pinasta trees
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan

Min 90% Frontage

Roof gardens

Height and
Massing

6 Levels

Superlot boundary

Section A-a

Maximum 6 storeys
Green roof opportunity

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Strong visual/physical relationship
Prominent corner

context and contribution
to the master plan
•
•
•

Defines an eastern gateway
Addresses Hayman Road
Focus for academic activities.
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
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100
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A

Land Use Activity
AC. Academic
TC. Transport Car Park
70974

59499

75277
18
98

66

60

8

39178

8

13,525 sqm

0

10

4500

68

67

5

91768

14

3

89

48934

22

0

35

71

43315

SUPERLOT
C-12

DESCRIPTION
Area: 		
Main Use:
Secondary uses:
Neighbourhood:

TYPOLOGIES
13,525 m²
Academic
Car parking
Central

3 and 4A

ENVIRONMENTAL and
infrastructure

Min 90% Frontage

•

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
Setbacks:
No setback to north boundary

maximum Height:
6 levels

•

•

90%

•

Maximum GFA:
44,300 m²

expected Yield:
n/a

maximum Site Coverage:

Provision of end-of-trip
facilities for cyclists
Opportunity to deliver a green roof
as identified in the master plan
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
General infrastructure
to be provided
No Setback
as identified in the master plan
Levels

OPEN SPACE
Function:
•
•

90%

elements:

90% along north boundary

•

parking requirements:
Commercial and/			
or general use:
Bentley-Curtin 		
		
parking cap applies.
6 Levels
		
Refer master plan. 		
Subject to negotiation
		
		
on pursuit of project
opportunity and relevant
		
		planning policy.

•

Site Coverage

Two (2) public access ways
One (1) pocket park
50% of roof area to be allocated
to green roofs for environmental
and amenity purposes, as
identified in the master plan

Facilities:
•

%

Passive recreation for residents
Strong north-south and eastwest landscape links

Minimum Frontage:

•

6
0 (Public Access)

Roof gardens

Height and
Massing

6 Levels

Superlot boundary

Section A-a

Maximum 6 storeys
Green roof opportunity

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
Public access way uncovered
Strong visual/physical relationship
Prominent corner

context and contribution
to the master plan
•
•

•
•

Defines an eastern gateway
Addresses Canning College and
Vickery House student housing
Focus for academic activities
Is a strategic location for
commercial and academic parking
and cycle end-of-trip facilities.
Superlot boundary
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
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100
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A

Land Use Activity
RC. Residential Academic

4

174969

40839

4213

7,342 sqm

183887

SUPERLOT
S-01

DESCRIPTION
Area: 		
Main Use:
Secondary uses:
Neighbourhood:

TYPOLOGIES
7,342 m²
Residential (academic)
–
South

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
Setbacks:

4A

ENVIRONMENT and
infrastructure
•

•

No setback to south boundary
•

maximum Height:
5 levels

Maximum GFA:
14,000 m²

50%

•

expected Yield:
Apartments:

233

•

maximum Site Coverage:
50%

Minimum Frontage:
n/a

parking requirements:
Apartments:

1 bay per apartment

Opportunity to deliver a green roof
as identified in the master plan
Provision of large solar hotwater systems
No Setback
for showers on apartment buildings
Utilise opportunity
Levels to enhance
biodiversity corridors
5 as
identified in the %master
plan and
Site Coverage
retain Pinus pinasta trees
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan

OPEN SPACE
Function:
•

Passive recreation

elements:
•
•
•
•

5 Levels

One (1) public access way
Three (3) semi-private gardens
One (1) pocket park
50% of roof area to be allocated
to green roofs for environmental
and amenity purposes, as
identified in the master plan

Facilities:
•

Roof gardens

Height and
Massing

5 Levels

Superlot boundary

Section A-a

Maximum 5 storeys
Green roof opportunity

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Public access way uncovered
Strong visual/physical relationship
Prominent corner
Biodiversity corridor contribution
Living Stream

context and contribution
to the master plan
•
•

•

•

•

Defines a western gateway
Provides a filtered urban
edge to Kent Street
Frames Living Stream and
formal recreation
Respects established biodiversity
corridors to the west
Focus on residential
acccommodation.
Superlot boundary
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
Living Stream
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A

Land Use Activity
RE. Retail (ground floor only)
RS. Residential Students
OF. Office/Commercial

45399

54322

50000

40839

40839

6,114 sqm

149721

SUPERLOT
S-02

DESCRIPTION
Area: 		
Main Use:
Secondary uses:
Neighbourhood:

TYPOLOGIES
6,114 m²
Commercial (office)
Retail
South

4A and
4B
No Setback
3m Setback on Ground Floor (Arcade)
Levels

ENVIRONMENT
and
6
0 (Easement)
infrastructure
%

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
Setbacks:
No setback to southern
and eastern
boundary
80%

80%

maximum Height:
6 levels

Maximum GFA:
12,600 m²

expected Yield:
n/a

maximum Site Coverage:
80%

Site Coverage

Extension of existing Central
Energy Plant (CEP)
Min 90% Frontage
• Selected buildings to collect
clean rainwater run-off and install
pipework under street network
to centralised rainwater tanks
• Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
• General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan
•

OPEN SPACE
Function:
•

Passive recreation for residents
Strong north-south landscape links

Minimum Frontage:

•

90% along eastern boundary

elements:

parking requirements:

•

6 Levels

Student Housing 1 bay per 5 students
Commercial and/			
or general use:
Bentley-Curtin 		
		
parking cap applies.
		
Refer master plan. 		
		
Subject to negotiation
		
on pursuit of project
		
opportunity and relevant
		planning policy.

•

One (1) public access way
Two (2) courtyards

Facilities:
•

Roof gardens

Height and
Massing

6 Levels

Superlot boundary

Section A-a

Maximum 6 storeys

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
Public access way uncovered
Arcade/covered walkway
Activated frontage at ground level
Strong visual/physical relationship
Special land use – CEP

context and contribution
to the master plan
•

•
•

•

Frames Living Stream and
formal recreation
Focus for commercial activities
Commercial and retail
address to Main Street
Builds on the existing
Central Energy Plant.

Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Living Stream
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A

Land Use Activity
CO. Community Space
RE. Retail (ground floor only)
22000

20000

32914

OF. Office/Commercial

155109

208023

4,576 sqm

22000

SUPERLOT
S-03

DESCRIPTION

TYPOLOGIES

Area: 		
4,576 m²
Main Use:
Commercial (office)
Secondary uses: Retail
		Community
Neighbourhood: South

8

ENVIRONMENT and
infrastructure
•

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
Setbacks:
n/a

•

maximum Height:
Feature building:
Remainder:

2 Levels
6 Levels

Maximum GFA:

•

Selected buildings to collect
clean rainwater run-off and install
pipework under street network
to centralised rainwater tanks
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan

11,700 m²

OPEN SPACE

expected Yield:

Function:

n/a

•

maximum Site Coverage:

elements:

Ground Floor:
Upper Floors:

•

50%
100%

Minimum Frontage:
n/a

parking requirements:
Commercial and/			
or general use:
Bentley-Curtin 		
		
parking cap applies.
		
Refer master plan. 		
		
Subject to negotiation
		
on pursuit of project
		
opportunity and relevant
		planning policy.

•

Passive recreation for residents
Five (5) semi-private gardens/
water management zone
Four (4) public access ways

facilities:
•

100% (>G)
50% (G)

n/a

6 Levels
2 Levels

Height and
Massing

6 Levels
2 Levels

Section A-a

Superlot boundary
A

Maximum 6 storeys

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
Public access way uncovered
Public access way covered
Arcade/covered walkway
Activated frontage at ground level
Strong visual/physical relationship
Prominent corner

context and contribution
to the master plan
•

•
•

Frames Main Street and
formal recreation
Focus for commercial activities
Commercial and retail
address to Main Street.
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
Living Stream
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Maximum 2 storeys

Land Use Activity
CO. Community Space

20000

174316

SUPERLOT
S-04

3,486 sqm

DESCRIPTION
Area: 		
Main Use:
Secondary uses:
Neighbourhood:

TYPOLOGIES
3486 m²
Community
–
South

9

ENVIRONMENT and
INFRASTRUCTURE
•

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
Setbacks:
•

Buildings must address all
surroundings

•

maximum Height:

OPEN SPACE

2 levels

Function:

Maximum GFA:
2,400 m²

•
40%

expected Yield:
n/a

Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
General Infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan

•

Outdoor exhibition/learning space
Urban orchard

elements:
•

maximum Site Coverage:
40%

•

Minimum Frontage:

Facilities:

n/a

•

parking requirements:
Car parking allocation and arrangements
subject to negotiation on pursuit
of project opportunity.

2 Levels

Levels

One (1) linear park. outdoor2 learning
space/water management
zone
%
Site Coverage
Three (3) public access ways
Wi-fi connectivity

Height and
Massing

2 Levels

Section A-a

Superlot boundary
Maximum 2 storeys

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Public access way uncovered
Strong visual/physical relationship

context and contribution
to the master plan
•

Strategic location for outdoor learning
laboratories, exhibition spaces and
landmark community buildings.
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
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A

Land Use Activity
AC. Academic
RE. Retail (ground floor only)
OF. Office/Commercial

22000

174315

149109

17,420 sqm

37

53

18

39433

SUPERLOT
S-05

DESCRIPTION

TYPOLOGIES

Area: 		
17,420 m²
90% Frontage
MainMinUse:
Academic
		Commercial (office)
Secondary uses: Retail
Neighbourhood: South

3

Min 90% Frontage

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
50%

Setbacks:
Ground floor:
Upper floors:
		
		

3m to Main Street
No setback to
Main Street and
public access way

maximum Height:

Min 90% Frontage

6 levels

Maximum GFA:
51,000 m²

expected Yield:
n/a
6 Levels

maximum Site Coverage:
50%

Minimum Frontage:
90% along main street, western
and northern boundary

parking requirements:
Commercial and/			
or general use:
Bentley-Curtin 		
		
parking cap applies.
		
Refer master plan. 		
		
Subject to negotiation
		
on pursuit of project
		
opportunity and relevant
		planning policy.

ENVIRONMENT and
infrastructure
Opportunity to deliver a green roof
as identified in the master plan
•
All buildings to collect clean rainwater
No Setback
3m Setback on Ground Floor (Arcade)
run-off and install pipework under street
Levels
network to centralised rainwater tanks
6
%
Site Coverage
• Storm water management and treatment
facilities (e.g. rainwater gardens)
• Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
• General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan
•

OPEN SPACE
Function:
•
•
•

Passive recreation
Outdoor exhibition/learning space
Occasional stormwater management

elements:
•
•

•

Three (3) public access ways
Three (3) courtyards/water
management zones
50% of roof area to be allocated to green
roofs for environmental and amenity
purposes, as identified in the master plan

Facilities:
•
•
•
•

Bench-table set
Wi-fi connectivity
Roof gardens
Large lawn area

Height and
Massing

Section A-a

Superlot boundary
Maximum 6 storeys

3.0

107

Green roof opportunity

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Public access way uncovered
Arcade/covered walkway
Activated frontage at ground level
Strong visual/physical relationship
Prominent corner

context and contribution
to the master plan
•

•

•

•

•

Frames Main Street and
Southern Square
Facilitates convenient pedestrian
links between Main Street and Corso
Key focus for academic and
commercial activities
Key commercial and retail address
to Main Street and Southern Square
Strategic location for outdoor
exhibition spaces and
learning laboratories.
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
00
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6 Levels

Land Use Activity
AC. Academic

98378

64

25,309 sqm

79

20

58914

58915

RE. Retail (ground floor only)
OF. Office/Commercial

67

27

815

63459

77

19

74855

SUPERLOT
S-06

DESCRIPTION

TYPOLOGIES

Area: 		
25,309 m²
Main Use:
Commercial (office)
		Academic
Secondary uses: Retail
Neighbourhood: South

3

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS

ENVIRONMENT and
infrastructure
•
•

Setbacks:

•

No setback to Main Street and
southeastern boundary

•

maximum Height:
6 levels

•

Maximum GFA:
75,900 m²

•

expected Yield:
n/a

•

maximum Site Coverage:
60%

Minimum Frontage:
Main Street:
Southeast

90%
80%

parking requirements:
Commercial and/
or general use:
Bentley-Curtin 		
		
parking cap applies.
		
Refer master plan. 		
		
Subject to negotiation
		
on pursuit of project
		
opportunity and relevant
		planning policy.

Provision of end-of-trip facilities
Opportunity to deliver a green roof
as
in the master plan
Minidentified
90% Frontage
Storm water management and treatment
facilities (e.g. rainwater gardens)
Selected buildings to collect clean rainwater
run-off as identified in the master plan
Min 80%
Frontage
Precinct underground centralised
rainwater
tank (CRT) and pipework to be positioned
under the street/pedestrian network
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
General
infrastructure to be provided
6 Levels
as identified in the master plan

OPEN SPACE
Function:
•
•
•

Passive recreation
Outdoor exhibition/learning space
Occasional stormwater management

elements:
•
•

•

Three (3) public access ways
Three (3) courtyards/water
management zones
50% of roof area to be allocated to green
roofs for environmental and amenity
purposes, as identified in the master plan

Facilities:
•
•
•

60%

Wi-fi connectivity
Large lawn area
Roof gardens

6 Levels

Height and
Massing
Superlot boundary

Section A-a

Maximum 6 storeys
Green roof opportunity

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Public access way uncovered
Arcade/covered walkway
Activated frontage at ground level
Strong visual/physical relationship

context and contribution
to the master plan
•

•

•

•

Addresses Canning College
and Southern Square
Facilitates convenient pedestrian
links between Main Street and Corso
Focus for commercial and
academic activities
Is a strategic location for
commercial and academic parking
and cycle end-of-trip facilities.
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Living Stream
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A

Land Use Activity
RA. Residential Apartment
RC. Residential Academic

SUPERLOT
S-07

DESCRIPTION
Area: 		
Main Use:
Secondary uses:
Neighbourhood:

23,530 m²
Residential (academic)
Residential (apartment)
South

ENVIRONMENT and
INFRASTRUCTURE
•

•

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
Setbacks:
No setback to northern boundary

•

maximum Height:
5 levels

•

Maximum GFA:
21,300 m²

•

expected Yield:
Academic units:
Apartments:

233
74

Opportunity to deliver a green roof
as identified in the master plan
Select buildings collect clean
rainwater run-off and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network as
identified in the master plan
Provision of large solar
hotwater systems for showers
on apartment buildings
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan

OPEN SPACE

maximum Site Coverage:

Function:

50%

•

Minimum Frontage:
n/a

parking requirements:
Private Apartments: 1 bay per apartment
Student Housing:
		

1 bay per 		
5 students/dwellings

•

elements:
•
•
•
•

TYPOLOGIES
4A

Passive recreation for residents
Strong north-south and eastwest landscape links
Two (2) public access ways
Two (2) pocket park
Five (5) semi-private gardens
50% of roof area to be allocated
to green roofs for environmental
and amenity purposes, as
identified in the master plan

Facilities:
•
•
•
•

Roof gardens
Small play area
Small kickabout area
BBQ area

Height and
Massing

5 Levels

Section A-a

Superlot boundary
Maximum 5 storeys
Green roof opportunity

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
Public access way
Arcade/covered walkway
Strong visual/physical relationship
Prominent corner
Living Stream

context and contribution
to the master plan
•
•

•

•

•

Defines a western gateway
Provides a filtered urban
edge to Kent Street
Frames Living Stream and
neighbourhood park
Respects established biodiversity
corridors to the west
Focus on residential accommodation.

Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Living Stream
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A

Land Use Activity
OF. Office/Commercial
RE. Retail (ground floor only)
TC. Transport Car Park

188203

TS. Transit Stabling

TC

162000

79324

69

33,457 sqm

18400

331

Ts

22000

16791

34977

87121

32361

SUPERLOT
S-08

74879

DESCRIPTION

TYPOLOGIES

Area: 		
33,457 m²
Main Use:
Commercial (office)
Min 80% Frontage Secondary uses:
LRT stabling yardMin 90% Frontage
		
Car parking 		
		Retail
Neighbourhood: South

4A, 4B and 7

ENVIRONMENT and
infrastructure
Levels
No Setback

•
•

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
Setbacks:

Min 80% Frontage

No setback to northern
and eastern boundary

•

maximum
Heights:
100%

•

Northeast:
Northwest:
Middle: 		
Remainder:

12 levels
6 levels
1 level
4 levels

Maximum GFA:
74,400 m²

expected Yield:

•

•

•

n/a

maximum Site Coverage:
100%

Minimum Frontage:
12 Levels corner: 90%
Northeast
North and East:
80%

parking
requirements:
1 Level

Commercial and/			
or general use:
Bentley-Curtin 		
		
parking cap applies.
		
Refer master plan. 		
		
Subject to negotiation
		
on pursuit of project
		
opportunity and relevant
		planning policy.

•

12
Provision
of end-of-trip facilities
6
Utilise opportunity to enhance
4
biodiversity
corridors as
1
identified
in the
master plan and
0 (Stabling
Entrance)
%
Site Coverage
retain
Pinus
pinasta trees
Opportunity to deliver a green roof
as identified in the master plan
Select buildings to collect
clean rainwater run-off
Precinct underground centralised
rainwater tank and pipework
to be positioned under the
street/pedestrian network
Provision of large PV system
on transport car parks
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
Infrastructure to be provided as
identified in the master plan

OPEN SPACE
Function:
•
•
•

4 Levels
Passive
recreation for residents
Strong north-south landscape links
Respect and enhance
biodiversity corridors

elements:
•

50% of roof area to be allocated
to green roofs for environmental
and amenity purposes, as
identified in the master plan

Facilities:
•

n/a

12 Levels

4 Levels

Height and
Massing
Superlot boundary

1 Level

Maximum 12 storeys

Section A-a

Maximum 6 storeys

A

Maximum 4 storeys

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Arcade/covered walkway
Activated frontage at ground level
Strong visual/physical relationship
Prominent corner
Biodiversity corridor contribution

context and contribution
to the master plan
•
•

•

•
•

Defines a southern gateway
Provides a filtered urban
edge to Manning Road
Respects established biodiversity
corridors to the south and west
Focus for commercial activities
Strategic location for a landmark
building, LRT stabling yard,
commercial and academic parking
and cycle end-of-trip facilities.
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
Living Stream
00
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Green roof opportunity

113

Maximum 1 storey

Land Use Activity
OF. Office/Commercial

SUPERLOT
S-09

DESCRIPTION
Area: 		
Main Use:
Secondary uses:
Neighbourhood:

TYPOLOGIES
4,181 m²
Commercial (office)
–
South

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS

4A

ENVIRONMENT and
INFRASTRUCTURE
•

Setbacks:
No setback to Main Street

maximum Height:

•

6 Levels

Maximum GFA:

•

13,200 m²

expected Yield:
n/a

maximum Site Coverage:
60%

Minimum Frontage:
n/a

parking requirements:
Commercial and/			
or general use:
Bentley-Curtin 		
		
parking cap applies.
		
Refer master plan. 		
		
Subject to negotiation
		
on pursuit of project
		
opportunity and relevant
		planning policy.

All buildings to collect clean
rainwater run-off and install
pipework under street network
to centralised rainwater tanks
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan

OPEN SPACE
Function:
•

Passive recreation

elements:
•
•

One (1) pocket park
One (1) public access way

facilities:
•

n/a

Height and
Massing

6 Levels

Superlot boundary

Section A-a

Maximum 6 storeys

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
Public access way uncovered
Activated frontage at ground level
Strong visual/physical relationship

context and contribution
to the master plan
•
•

Focus for commercial activities
Addresses Building 500.
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
Living Stream
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A

Land Use Activity
RA. Residential Apartment

SUPERLOT
S-10

DESCRIPTION
Area: 		
Main Use:
Secondary uses:
Neighbourhood:

TYPOLOGIES
5384 m²
Residential (apartment)
–
South

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS

5 and 7

ENVIRONMENT and
INFRASTRUCTURE
•

Setbacks:
–

•

maximum Height:
West: 		
East: 		

12 Levels
5 Levels

•

Maximum GFA:
15,800 m²

•

expected Yield:
Academic units:

158

•

maximum Site Coverage:
West: 		
East: 		

80%
70%

Minimum Frontage:
n/a

parking requirements:
Apartments:

1 bay per apartment

Provision of large solar hot
water system for showers
on apartment building
All buildings to collect
clean rainwater run-off
Precinct underground centralised
rainwater tank and pipework
to be positioned under the
street/pedestrian network
Collection of full wastewater from
all buildings and the installation
of a third pipe reuse network
General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan

OPEN SPACE
Function:
•

Passive recreation for residents

elements:
•
•

One (1) local park (centrally located)
Three (3) semi-private gardens

Facilities:
•
•
•

Small play area
Bench-table set
BBQ areas

Height and
Massing

12 Levels

5 Levels

Superlot boundary
Maximum 12 storeys

Section A-a

Maximum 5 storeys

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
Public access way uncovered
Strong visual/physical relationship
Biodiversity corridor contribution

context and contribution
to the master plan
•
•

•

•

•

Defines a southern gateway
Provides a filtered urban edge to
Kent Street and Manning Road
Frames Living Stream and
neighbourhood park
Respects established biodiversity
corridors to the west
Key focus on residential
accommodation.
Superlot boundary
Key streets/spaces
Living Stream
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A

Land Use Activity
CO. Community Space

20000

752 sqm

20000

37604

37604

SUPERLOT
S-11

DESCRIPTION
Area: 		
Main Use:
Secondary uses:
Neighbourhood:

TYPOLOGIES
752 m²
Community
–
South

9

ENVIRONMENT and
INFRASTRUCTURE
•

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
Setbacks:
•

Building must address urban square to North
•

maximum Height:

100%

2 levels

Maximum GFA:

•

1,500 m²

expected Yield:

All buildings to collect clean
rainwater run-off and install
pipework under street network
to centralised rainwater tanks
Collection ofLevels
full wastewater from
2
all buildings and the
installation
%
Site Coverage
of a third pipe reuse network
General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan

OPEN SPACE

n/a

Function:

maximum Site Coverage:

•

100%

n/a

elements:

Minimum Frontage:

•

n/a

n/a

facilities:

parking requirements:
Car parking allocation and arrangements
subject to negotiation on pursuit
of project opportunity.
2 Levels

•

n/a

Height and
Massing

2 Levels

Section A-a

Superlot boundary
Maximum 2 storeys

Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
Strong visual/physical relationship

context and contribution
to the master plan
•
•

Key focus for community activities
Addresses urban plaza to the north.
Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
Living Stream
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A

key urban design
instructions

Land Use Activity
OF. Office/Commercial

32341

149368

12

07

8

3464
6

5,560 sqm

151530

SUPERLOT
S-12

DESCRIPTION
Area: 		
Main Use:
Secondary uses:
Neighbourhood:

TYPOLOGIES
5,560 m²
Commercial (office)
–
South

4B

ENVIRONMENT and
INFRASTRUCTURE
•

BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
Setbacks:
3m to all boundaries

•

maximum Height:
East: 		
West: 		

6 levels
15 levels

•
50%

Maximum GFA:
23,300 m²

•

expected Yield:
n/a

maximum Site Coverage:
50%

All buildings to collect clean
rainwater run-off and install
3m Setback
pipework under street network
to centralised rainwater tanks
Levels
Waste water treatment plant
(WWTP)
15
Collection of full wastewater
from
6
%
all buildings and the installation
Site Coverage
of a third pipe reuse network as
identified in the master plan
General infrastructure to be provided
as identified in the master plan

OPEN SPACE
Function:
•

Passive recreation
Buffer to WWTP

Minimum Frontage:

•

n/a

Elements:

parking requirements:

•

Commercial and/			
or general use: 15 Levels
Bentley-Curtin 		
		
parking cap applies.
		
Refer master plan. 		
		
Subject to negotiation
		
on pursuit of project
		
opportunity and relevant
		planning policy.

facilities:
•

One (1) pocket park
n/a
6 Levels

Height and
Massing

15 Levels

6 Levels

Superlot boundary
Maximum 15 storeys

Section A-a
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Maximum 6 storeys

A

key urban design
instructions
Superlot boundary
Key link/space
Point of access
Strong visual/physical relationship
Prominent corner
Biodiversity corridor contribution

context and contribution
to the master plan
•
•

•

Defines a southern gateway
Provides a filtered urban
edge to Manning Road Focus
for commercial activities
Strategic location for a
landmark building.

Superlot boundary
Landmark site/building
Key streets/spaces
Threshold/gateway
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A

Typology 01A

Typology 05

Typology 01B

Typology 06

Typology 02

Typology 07

Typology 03

Typology 08

Typology 04A

Typology 09

Typology 04B

3.2 Typologies
DIFFERENTIATED CHARACTER IN
DEVELOPMENT BANDS
While the master plan addresses the overarching principles
and drivers for delivering Greater Curtin, the typologies
address individual buildings and groups of buildings.
The grouping of typologies will create different scales, spatial
relationships and settings that will accommodate a variety of activities.
The intent of the master plan is to develop precincts within Greater
Curtin that have vitality and a distinctly local character and identity.

RESPONSE TO SURROUNDING CONDITIONS
It is important to consider typologies within their context.
A well-designed development will find a synergy between a building, its
neighbouring buildings and the public/private space in which it sits.

TYPOLOGIES
The plan opposite shows the distribution of typologies across
Greater Curtin, and the following pages outline the key
objectives and design requirements for each typology.

How to use the
typology guidelines

1.

Identifies where the
typology is permitted
within the master plan

2.

Provides precedent
examples of appropriate
built form character
outcomes

3.

Establishes key
instructions including
layout, maximum heights
and edge conditions

4.

Identifies possible
massing configurations

5.

Establishes key design
requirements to
achieve the objective
of the typology

1

3
1

4
2
5

5

OBJECTIVES
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
PARKING

0

100

250

500
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KEY
INSTRUCTIONS

Key External
Public
Semi-private
Private

Plan
REAR GARDEN

ZERO SETBACK
ARTICULATED FRONTAGE

Section

2 LEVELS
ARTICULATED FRONTAGE
REAR GARDEN

TYPOLOGY
01A - Row
HOUSING

ZERO SETBACK

MASSING
VARIATIONS

DIFFERENT ARRANGEMENTS

VIEW

Narrow frontage row housing
with no street setback

OBJECTIVES
A medium to high density residential neighbourhood
of terrace housing within a landscaped setting.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
•

•
•

•
•

•

Narrow frontage terrace housing each
with an external private garden
Zero setback to street and side boundaries
Articulated frontage to accommodate one parking
bay or courtyard with deck at FF level
Max 1.8m high fencing to rear garden
Fencing to match architectural finishes
(i.e. extension of the building)
Suitably sized street trees to each lot.

PARKING
•

•

Courtyards used for carpark

Subdivision to provide street parking
for residents and visitors
Each residential lot to accommodate
one parking bay (minimum).

KEY
INSTRUCTIONS

Key External
Public
Semi-private
Private

Plan

LANE

REAR GARDEN

Section

3 LEVELS AT END OF BLOCK
2 LEVELS
ARTICULATED FRONTAGE
REAR GARDEN

TYPOLOGY
01B - Row
HOUSING

ZERO SETBACK

MASSING
VARIATIONS

VIEW

Urban housing with additional
level at end-block

OBJECTIVES
A medium to high density residential neighbourhood
of terrace housing within a landscaped setting.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
•

•

Row housing with front garden

•
•
•

•
•

Broad frontage terrace housing each with an external
private garden to rear and a small street front garden
Two storey residences required, with third storey
(full or part lot)allowed on end of blocks
3m street setback for residence. Zero setbacks to side boundaries
Street tree required to every second lot
Street fence visually permeable and to a maximum height
of 1,100mm. Rear fence maximum height 1,800mm
Deciduous tree to every rear garden
Bin enclosures to be incorporated within building envelope at rear.

PARKING
•
•
•

Row housing with front garden

Subdivision to provide street parking for residents and visitors
Each residence to accommodate one private parking bay (minimum)
Private parking bays to be accessed from a rear lane or parking
within basement or within a shared parking station (by developer).

3.0

FRONT GARDEN WITHIN
3M SETBACK

STREET

Greater CURTIN MASTER PLAN

3 STOREY AT END
OF BLOCK
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SINGLE OR TWO STOREY
EXTENSION OR PAVILION

KEY
INSTRUCTIONS

Key External
Public
Semi-private
Private
STREET

Plan

ZERO SETBACK

OPEN

STREET
ZERO SETBACK

OPEN

VIEWS
DECK GARDEN

Section
5 LEVELS MAXIMUM

ZERO SETBACK

ARCADE TO
MAIN STREET

TYPOLOGY
02 perimeter
block

DECK GARDEN

OPEN

MASSING
VARIATIONS

VIEW

OBJECTIVES
An urban street clearly defined with a variety
of apartments above retail premises.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
•
•

•

Residential over
commercial podium

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Zero street setback for podium and upper levels
Podium may occupy entire site with
zero setbacks to all boundaries
Uniform height for apartment blocks
3.0m minimum internal height for podium
Approximately 50% of deck garden to be
private (ground floor users access) and 50%
semi‑private (upper level resident access)
Arcade or awning to streetscape
Retail/commercial to address street front
Avoid blank walls to street front
Avoid continuous glazed strip façade to street front
Apartment balconies at upper level may extend over
streetscape boundary to a maximum projection of 1m.

PARKING
•

Basement parking.

1 LEVEL PODIUM

KEY
INSTRUCTIONS

Key External
Public
Semi-private
Private

LIVING STREAM
PRIMARY ADDRESS

PERMEABILITY

MID-BLOCK ADDRESS

ZERO SETBACK TO
STREET OR LANE

PRIMARY ADDRESS

TALLER BLOCKS DEFINE PERIMETER

Section
HEIGHT VARIES
ZERO SETBACK
POSSIBLE USE OF ROOF

TYPOLOGY
03 clustered
blocks

ARCADE OR AWNING
TO MAIN STREET
OPENED

COURTYARD RETAIL

MASSING
VARIATIONS

LIVING STREAM

LANDSCAPED
OPEN COURT

PEDESTRIAN
PATHWAY

PERMEABILITY
ZERO BOUNDARY SETBACK

VIEW

Physical and visual permeability
between building and landscape

OBJECTIVES
A grouping of independent blocks of mixed uses
aligned with the street and arranged around a
central courtyard within a landscape setting.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Retail required along main street
Buildings facing streets and laneways
are to reinforce urban structure
Colonnade or awning required along footpath
Zero setback to street/laneway boundary
Varied heights of different building blocks
Physical and visual permeability required for
blocks adjoining Living Stream and Corso
Landscaped roof decks encouraged
Mid-block arcade permitted.

PARKING
•

Student housing with
pedestrian path between urban
street and internal courtyard

Basement or parking station
within development lot.

TALLER TO
MAIN STREET
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PRIMARY ADDRESS
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COURTYARD
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Plan

KEY
INSTRUCTIONS

Key External
Public
Semi-private
Private

Plan

STREET/LANE
ZERO SETBACK
COLONNADE
OR AWNING

FREE SPACE AROUND

Section

VARIOUS HEIGHTS

ZERO SETBACK

TYPOLOGY
04a linear
block

FREE SHAPE AND
ARRANGEMENT

BASEMENT PARKING

STREET

MID-BLOCK LINK

MASSING
VARIATIONS

COLONNADE
OR AWNING

STREET

MID-BLOCK LINK

COLONNADE
OR AWNING

VIEW

Linear building form with zero
street setback and balconies

OBJECTIVES
A compact and generic urban form suitable
for a variety of single or mixed uses.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Clear, linear form with consistent height
across neighbouring buildings
All façades of equivalent quality
Retail allowed along streets and lanes
Avoid continuous glass façade at street level
East-west long access to gain solar
benefits of north-south orientation
Blocks suitable for single use or subdivided for mixed uses
Colonnade or awning to street boundary
Mid-block link(s) for long runs
Consistent north-south built edge.

KEY
INSTRUCTIONS

Key External
Public
Semi-private
Private

Plan
STREET

MID-BLOCK LINK

Section

TYPOLOGY
04b -linear
block corner
condition

ROOF GARDEN

MASSING
VARIATIONS

VIEW
ROOF GARDEN

CORNER EMPHASISED WITH
FORM AND MATERIAL

Taller building defines
prominent corner

OBJECTIVES
A compact urban form suitable for a variety
of single or mixed uses. Type 4B addresses
the importance of the corner location.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Clear, linear form with consistent height
across neighbouring buildings
All façades of equivalent quality
Retail allowed along streets and lanes
Avoid continuous glass façade at street level
East-west public access to gain solar
benefits of north-south orientation
Blocks suitable for single use or
sub-divided for mixed uses
Colonnade or awning to street boundary
Mid-block link(s) for long runs
Semi-private open space.
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COLONNADE
OR AWNING

KEY
INSTRUCTIONS

Key External
Public
Semi-private

5M SETBACK
UPPER LEVELS

Private

Plan

NO SETBACK
GROUND LEVEL

7-12 LEVELS TOWER

Section
7 LEVELS TOWER

TYPOLOGY
05 - podium
and tower

PODIUM
PARKING
ZERO SETBACK
PODIUM

2 LEVELS PODIUM
5M SETBACK
UPPER LEVELS

MASSING
VARIATIONS

VIEW

OBJECTIVES
Residential over retail podium

A podium-tower or podium-slab form to
accommodate high quality commercial or
residential (including hotel) over retail.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
•
•

•

•
•
•

High quality design
Podium to provide activated streetscape
of retail and commercial mix
Avoid long stretches of continuous,
uninterrupted glazing
Solar screen of double glazing for exposed façades
Roof garden
No commercial address to Kent Street.

PARKING
•
•

Commercial tower over retail podium

Basement
Undercroft or on-grade only if car park is
sleeved with commercial tenancies.

KEY
INSTRUCTIONS

Key External
Public
Semi-private
Private
FREE SHAPE +
ARRANGEMENT

Plan

Section
4M
VISUAL PERMEABILITY

TYPOLOGY
06 -single
free
standing
tower

MASSING
VARIATIONS

VIEW

OBJECTIVES
•

•

Free standing tower

Tall towers in open space to form iconic
landmarks at specific locations
Tower architecture to be distinctive
and high quality.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

High quality design
Tall, free standing tower in landscaped plaza
Siting and building form to respond
to specific context and use
Visual permeability at street level
GF/Lobby height to be minimum height of 4.0m
Solar screen or double-glazing
for exposed façades
Orientated to maximise light access
to public open space.

PARKING
•

Basement parking.

3.0

SOLAR SCREEN
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12 LEVELS MINIMUM
HEIGHT
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SIGNATURE TOWER TOP

KEY
INSTRUCTIONS

Key External
Public
Semi-private
Private

Plan
ZERO SETBACK
STABLING

LRT ACCESS

ZERO SETBACK
VIEW INTO STABLING

Section
3 STOREY MINIMUM
STABLING

TYPOLOGY
07 sleeved
structure

ZERO SETBACK

MASSING
VARIATIONS

VIEW

OBJECTIVES
A clean, attractive and efficient tram
stable workshop carefully integrated
into the urban setting.

Residential and commercial mixeduse development masking carpark

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
•
•
•
•

•

•

Retail or commercial at street level
Zero setback to all boundaries
Two storey minimum height
Avoid continuous shopfront
glazing at street level
Ample glazing to stabling structure to
provide views into stabling workshops
No ground floor open space.

KEY
INSTRUCTIONS

Key External
Public
Semi-private

COLONNADE
AT STREET

Private

Plan
SPORT FIELD

MID-BLOCK ACCESS

ZERO SETBACK
UPPER LEVELS

Section

ZERO SETBACK
SOLAR
PROTECTION

MID-BLOCK ACCESS

TYPOLOGY
08 elevated
block

PARKING
RETAIL

MASSING
VARIATIONS

VIEW

COLONNADE

MAXIMUM 2 STOREY HEIGHT
VARIATION BETWEEN
ADJACENT BLOCKS

RETAIL OR LOBBY
(COMMERCIAL OR RETAIL)
AT STREET LEVEL

Transparency through the ground floor

VIEWS

LANDSCAPED
PUBLIC ACCESS

OBJECTIVES
Linear free-standing urban blocks
elevated above street to provide
visual and physical permeability.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

Possible partially open ground floor
lobby and/or retail separated by
private landscaped courtyards
Solar screen to west facing façade
Minimum 30% of main street frontage to built
form to be permeable to active open space
Zero setback to street boundary; side
boundary setbacks as per BCA requirements
Commercial, educational,
residential uses permitted
Colonnade along street boundary
Upper-level balconies not to
extend over street boundary.

PARKING
•

Basement parking.

PRIVATE COURTYARD VIEWED
FROM STREET/FOOTPATH

Greater CURTIN MASTER PLAN

PRIVATE, PERMEABLE LANDSCAPED COURTYARD BETWEEN
FREE-FORM ACCOMMODATION AT GROUND FLOOR
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SITE BOUNDARY
LANDSCAPE STRIP INTEGRATED
WITH SPORTING FIELDS

KEY
INSTRUCTIONS

Key External
Public
Semi-private

TYPOLOGY 11

Private

Plan
LANDSCAPED TERRACE

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit. Aenean sed quam sapien. Ut
sagittis, odio semper volutpat pretium, libero
leo bibendum sapien, quis elementum leo nisl
id odio. Integer a elit ut odio tempus varius.
Cras id ante ut arcu pellentesque tempus sed.
Section
- No set back areas on some boundaries
- Internal courtyard
- Permeability through the rest of the boundaries

TYPOLOGY
11 pavilion

FREE FORM PAVILIONS

ROOF TERRACE
ROOF GARDEN

MASSING
VARIATIONS

VIEW

Large Sculptures used as pavilions

OBJECTIVES
Free-form pavilions in a landscaped
setting. Pavilions can vary in height,
shape and use or materials.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Building form and materials unrestricted
Innovations in form, materials and
construction methods encouraged
Single or two storey
Each pavilion integrated with
landscaped (hard or soft) terrace
Built form to be considered ‘in the round’
Pavilions linked with public pathways
Roof gardens and terraces encouraged

PARKING
•

PUBLIC PATH

No parking permitted at pavilions.
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DISTINCTLY
CURTIN
Greater Curtin will grow from
established foundations. The
distinctive characteristics of
its land and cultures providing
the building blocks for the
future city, establishing the
framework for the evolution of
a place that is responsive and
respectful of its heritage, looking
forever forward from its past.
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3.0
Greater CURTIN MASTER PLAN
One of the six guiding principles of the
master plan sets the requirement for
future development to be respectful
and responsive to the established
vernacular and character of the
university. The following information
is provided to provide insight and
a starting point for appreciation of
the valued design language from the
campus core. This language has been
a reference point for and informed
the design guidance provided.

Built Form Geometry
and Articulation
The original buildings that establish Curtin University’s vernacular
were designed with scale, form and materials that responded to
local climatic conditions and created a distinctive character.
North and east facing façades are frequently distinguished by
concrete blades and fins angled to mediate light and ventilation.
These are sound passive design principles. These filtering devices
have a strong sculptural form, as do external stairs and ramps. Such
devices also cast deep shadows that add boldly defined shapes
and patterns onto the external surfaces. There is the opportunity
for new architecture to adopt these devices or reinterpret them.
The John Curtin Centre/Chancellery (B100) and the Robinson
Library (B105) have large expanses of brickwork and glazing
with a few structural elements expressed in concrete. The
Hayman Theatre (B102) has clearly defined forms cast in
concrete. The Theatre features its escape stairs as a sculptural
form and the covered colonnade on the exterior of the building
sets a clear rhythm that unifies neighbouring buildings
and provides a deep covered walkway. The Engineering
Building (B204) employs a similar design approach although
the two buildings have a quite different appearance.

Buildings within the campus have also expressed the
structural frame through a change in material (usually
concrete) that contrasts in colour and texture to the infill
panels, the visual language of the elevations giving strong
expression to the frame and infill pattern. These infill
panels are generally red brick, concrete or glazing.
Key reference buildings for design exploration:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hayman Theatre (102)
Main Cafeteria (104)
Administration (101)
Architecture (201)
Physical Sciences (301)
Davis Lecture Theatre (302)
Health Sciences (305)
Pharmacy (306)
Watson Lecture Theatre (307)
Biomedical Sciences (308)
Robertson Library (105).
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Generally the range of textures,
materials and colours on a single
building is limited. Exterior colour
is usually inherent to the material
used and not applied resulting
in a natural, earthy character to
the Campus’s architecture, and
a practical solution with respect
to maintenance minimisation.

North Elevation (30% brick, 20% glass, 20% concrete)

The vernacular architecture
of the university can therefore
be characterised by the use of
four dominant materials:
•
•
•
•

South Elevation (10% brick, 45% concrete, 45% glass)

Concrete
Brick
Glass
Tiled roofs.

Architecture – Newer buildings within
the university campus have a specific
brick colour. This brick was used for the
John Curtin Centre complex of buildings.
It is a smooth ‘engineering brick’ with a
random colour shift. Some of the older
buildings use bricks of a slightly darker
colour and with a more textured surface.
Mortar is mostly cream coloured to visually
emphasise the stretcher-bond coursing
pattern, although mortar colour matching
the red bricks has been used to good effect.
Concrete structure and walls are usually
textured, mostly displaying a wood board
pattern although other textures such as
hammered, ribbed, sand-blasted and
smooth (off-form) finishes have been used.

West Elevation (90%
concrete, 10% glass)

Pitch roofs are clad with terracotta coloured
tiles. Roof tile profiles are limited in
range and colour. The consistency of pitch
angle, colour and profile of the tiled roofs
contribute to the desired effect of unifying
groups of buildings across the campus.
Public realm – Across the campus
streets and walkways appear to be
detailed within the following rules:
•

•

North-south aligned streets are
detailed using in-situ materials
(e.g. asphalt and concrete)
East-west aligned streets utilise
unit pavers (e.g. brick paving).

East Elevation (90%
concrete, 10% glass)
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Colours & Textures

Element

Application

CONCRETE SHADE
ELEMENTS

Shade element and climate
modifiers integrated into the
building fabric add visual character
and are low in maintenance.

CONCRETE
ENTRANCES

Some early buildings are designed
with prominent entry statements.
The Architecture building (B201) is
an obvious example. The John Curtin
Gallery (B200A) also has a clearly
identifiable entry. Centralised space
allocation results in students moving
to various buildings and clearly
identifiable buildings with a clear
main entry are a practical benefit.

Element

Application

CONCRETE
STRUCTURAL
ELEMENTS

The clear expression of a building’s
structure is a common feature
to Curtin’s architecture.
Other structural elements such
as lintels, beams, spandrels, etc.
are also expressed in concrete to
add visual detail and a semiotic
logic to the architecture.

CONCRETE
EXPRESSIVE
VOLUMES

The Campus architecture has some
interesting spatial experiences and
the form of some buildings boldly
express functions. Curtin Theatre
has a large concrete volume poised
over the brick base (on the eastern
side) and a concrete colonnade on
the western side. There are some
lecture theatres defined by its profile
and the Robinson Library features
vertical shafts for stairs and lifts.
There are several examples of
textured finishes to concrete that adds
foreground character to walls and
elements. There is ample opportunity for
varied surface finishes in this material.

The plastic nature of concrete is
well-suited to the integration of
artworks into the building fabric.
There are many contemporary
techniques and innovations
applicable to the imaginative
casting or treatment of concrete.

CONCRETE
ARCADES

A very characteristic element of
the original campus is the use of
covered walkways and arcades
constructed in concrete.
These structures are very practical in
protecting pedestrians and shading
the building, while adding a visual
rhythm to the façade composition
and a human scale to the buildings.

BRICK INFILL
PANELS

Brick panels are commonly used
as infill panels between structural
elements, structural frames,
and between windows.

BRICK EXPRESSIVE
VOLUMES

Some buildings such as the Library,
the John Curtin Centre, and the New
Technologies Building utilise brick
as the dominant material to express
the form and volume of the building.
The New Technologies Building (B314)
uses two tones of red brick the bands
to add a graphic character to the form.
Individual windows are set into the
brick walls to emphasis the solidity
and singular nature of the form.

BRICK
LANDSCAPE

Brickwork and concrete are used in
long stretches either as screen walls,
retaining walls and garden walls.
Bricks and concrete are also used for
paving and other landscape elements
such as steps and ramps, and various
enclosures for plant and equipment.
Using similar materials for buildings
and hard landscape has the benefit of
uniting buildings to their surrounds.
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ARTWORK
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Greater CURTIN MASTER PLAN

Element

Existing Pinus pinasta to be retained
and replanted as required
Existing trees to be retained
Existing trees to be assessed
for removal

The Pines (Pinus pinasta)
•

For the following reasons and qualities existing
pines are proposed to be retained and where
required a replacement strategy delivered:
–– They are a reminder of the sites evolution –
how it was through fire that a clearing in the
plantation became selected for siting of Curtin
University (known as WAIT at the time)
–– They form a connection beyond the immediate
Curtin site to define a broader precinct inclusive
of Collier Park Golf Course and Technology Park
–– They provide context to an architectural design
dialogue between vertical Pine trunks of the
Pines and fenestration of the early buildings
–– They play a role in biodiversity of the site by
providing ‘temporary’ foraging opportunities
for the Carnaby’s Black Cockatoo and other bird
species until a reestablishment/recovery of
naturally supportive vegetation complexes are
incorporated more prominently across the site
–– They have positive cultural associations developed
over the life of Curtin – for example sitting under
the cool and shady Pines on a hot summer’s
day or the iconography of the pines in early
and current photographs of the campus.
–– In landscape aesthetic terms they offer a
grand scale, verticality, hardiness, deep
colouring and general amenity, and finally
–– Because they have proven themselves to
work well (in more urban spaces) and their
replacement value is not to be underestimated.
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Agonis flexuosa

Callistemon viminalis
‘captain cook’

Eucalyptus
gomphocephala

Eucalyptus torquata
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Cercis siliquastrum

Liquidambar
styraciflua

Olea europaea

Ulmus parvifolia

Howea forsteriana

Calothamnus quadrifidus

Ficinia nodosa

Leucophyta brownii

Scaevola nitida
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Carex inversa

Dianella caerulea

Hardenbergia comptoniana

Trachelospermum
jasminoide

Greater CURTIN MASTER PLAN

3.0
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